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HORRIBLY CRUEL,
SAYS HIS PETITION

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. JULY 24 1907.
WF..,4THER. FORECAST.

CLERK ARRESTED
AS AN EMBEZZLER

The Rev. F. W. Hawley Tells
About Horsewhipping

"Billy',' Semonin Owes State
$50,000, is Charged

Five Men Took Turns Beating Him
Until They Were Exhausted
With Exercise.

Jefferson County Official,- Just Deposed, Gets in Had With State
Auditor.

'Is

NOW CONFINED TO HIS BET)

10 CENTS PER WEEK

1U A MASTER OF HIS AR I.

1

THIS DISTRICT
IN CONFERENCE
Over

Hundred Methodists
Visit Clinton

The Rev, J. W. Blackard and All
Ministers, Excepting One, Are
in Attendance.

SAYS HE IS ONLY 9120,000 BACK,

SERMONS

BY

PAD(7CAH

MEN.

Ii

-*I

Louisville, Ky., July 24.—William
As a sequel to the horse whipping
Clinton, Ky., July 24. (Special)—s
J. Semonin, retiring county • clerk,
affair at Fulton several weeks ago
Clinton is doing herself proud In
Fair
tonight
and
Wednesday. was arrested last evening on a charge
suit has been filed In the United
taking care of the hundred or more
States court by the Rev. F. \V. Haw- Warmer east portion tonight. High- of embezzlement, it being alleged
delegates to the Paducah district
est
temperature yesterday, 101; low- that he is short in 'his accounts as
ley for $100,000 damages against W.
conference to the Methodist church.
est
today,
80.
Oliclerk of Jefferson county in a sum
W. Meadows, H. T. Smith, H. F.
South. The Rev. J. W. Blackard.
approximating from 145,000 to $511,ver. James White, Dick Thomas, Dr.
presiding elder' is presiding and all
000.
George Goriey, prominent citizens of
the ministers, excepting one, are
COLUMBIA DISASTER.
Meadows has flled a suit
Fulton.
The
arrest, which was made at the
San F111111CiSCO, July
present. The conference opened on
24.—
r
In the state court at Fiulton for $100
instance of Mayor Bingham, caused a
Formal inquiry into the loss of
time yesterday afternoon, with an adtremendous sensation. Mr. Semonin
000 damages against the Rev. F. W
the steamship Columbia with aldress in behalf of the home for superHawley, on the ground that Hawley
furnished bond in the sum of $25,moost 100e lives sill be begun
annuated ministers, by the Rev. H.
ett,
alienated the affections of his wife'
0043 within a short time after his arB. Johnson, of Union City. Hon.
as soon as Witnesses can be
The Rey, F .W. Hawley Was the
rest.
-.4, Jerry Porter delivered the address of
gathered for a hearing. Indepastor of the Presbyterian church
Semonin was one of the officials
pendent investigations are to be
welcome, which was responded to in
at Ftiiton and had aparttssnts at the
whose office was declared vacant by
the same happy vein by the Rev. G.
conducted by the state and fedhotel of Mr. Meadows. One night
the court of appeals in deciding the
W. Banks, of the Trimble Street
eral authorities and underwritsix weeks ago when the Rev. Mr. Raw
election contest cases. He was electers of the steamship company.
church, Paducah.
ley returned to Fulton he was taken
ed as a Democrat. When his !niecesThe opening sermon last night was
at the station and whipped with horse
sots Phil B. Thompson, was appointpreached by the Rev. T. B. Ramsey,
STRIKES.
whips. The affair created a sensaed a few days ago the accounts of
the veteran pastor of the Mayfield
Wash1ngton, July 24.—More
it
tion, and now there is a divorce
the office were checked up, with the
strikes succeed than fail, and
circuit, on "Let Your
Light so
pending between Mr. and Mrs. W
result that the head bookkeeper this
the most successful ones are
Shine." The sermon this morning
W. Meadows.
afternoon declared that there was a
was preached by the Rev. W, T. Bollthose called by organized labor,
As told in the petition the story is
shortage of over
There
$45,004).
so the department. of commerce
ing, of the Broadway church, Pathat the Rev. F. \. Hawley is a reshad been rumors of a shortage for
and labor has ascertained, after
ducah, on "Foundation
of
the
ident of Charlotte, N. C., a. d that
two years, but the books of State Au• digestions.of labor statistics
Church," a sermon which aroused
on the night of June 10. between the
ditor Hager, when examined, showed
the highest degree of enthusiasm.
gathered during the last 25
hours of 12 o'cloek Midnight and 1
Sernonin's accounts with the state
years. Of all strikes called in
Tonight there will be an educational
Mr. Punch (to Mark Twain): "bir, I honor myself by drinking your
o'clock in the morning he alighted
to be correct up until June 1, 1907
rally led by the Rev. W. J. McCoy, of
that period employes won all dehealt h. Long life to you and happiness and
at the regular station at Fulton as a
When Semonin's successor was ap- perpetual youth!" •
mends in 413 per cent, and partly
Martin, Tenn.
passenger and started for his hotel.
pointed the former had just mailed a
The Rev, H. B. Yates was received
in fifteen per cent more.
—Partridge ir Punch.
Beforq his arrival, he says the defend
check for $15,4Yds) to the state audi
from the Cumberland Presbyterian
S
ants wrongfully, maliciously and untor's office for the month of June
church, and the Rev. H. C. Yates
SURMA RI A KS.
lawfully confederated and after he
Payment on this was refused by the
from the Baptist church.
Thomas
Washington, July 24.—Action
had alighted, in the presence of many
bank .on which it was drawn, and Mr.
Wooldridge, of Paducah, was licensed
of the navy department just anpassengers,
wrengfully
assaulted
Semonin declared publicly that he
as a minister.
nounced, installing submarine
him, deprived him of his libertty,
had stopped payment when he found
boats as part of, vessels, is causplaced him in irons and forced him
he was not to be retained in office
ing much comment in naval cirto -march,-down a public street in
his idea being to have all accounts
cles. A new signalling method
Fulton.
Louisville, Ky., July 24.—Colonel break of the Civil war, but the words
checked up and to settle in full with
is to obe used on submarine
the state on his retirement.
After marching, says the petition
Will S. Hays, the veteran river edi- were considered so seditious that the
boats, consisting of a bell oof
When interviewed he stated ema halt was made In the street, and
high pitch, that will carry too a
tor of the Courier-Journal, song wri- writer was arrested and compelled to Charges That Mrs. T. J* Lath'
phatically that a full examination of
change them. By that time, it
is
while the Rev. Mr. Hawley was in
depth el snore than 100 feet.
am. of Memphis, is No True
the books would show that he did not ter and poet, died At his home here said, Dan Emmett, the minstrel, had
Irons the defendants by force tied
4
Samuel, alias Harry, Grogan, a
a written his song and leis publisher
owe the state over $22,000, the :ast night of vertigo caused by
his hands and feet. and with the exG. W. JOHNSON,
Dalighter of' Confederacy Paducahan, who has been out of the
copyrighted.
had
it
Colonel
amount
Hays'
his
collections
of
stroke
paralysis,
suffered
for
in
of
the
June
ception of a thin undersult, stripped
Duluth, July 24.— Governor
city for several years, returned two
and July, which he had the legal Iroquois theater fire in Chicago. He most famous song was "Molly Darhim of his clothes. With whale bone
Johnson arrived today to take
She
is
Positive
days ago only to be fired out shortly
ling,"
sales
which
the
of
reached 2,right to withhold until he had been was 70 years old. Colonel Hays has
horse or buggy whips they took turns
action in the strike of miners.
.s
after arrival. Chief of Pence James
Amer000000
copies
-and
Europe
in
claimed
the
authorship
of
the
always
given
his
discharge,
and
which
will
whipping him. When one was exHe says while he does not wish
Coollins gave him Just 20 minutes to
be paid in full. There was no short- original words of "Dixie" and that ica. Among his other songs were:
hausted another would take the whip
to call troops Into the district,
get
out of town this morning, and he
Road,"
Middle
of
"Keep
De
De
responsible
in
the
for
he
was
arrangeHE
COMES
age in the legal or moral sense of the
HERE IN HIS QUEST.
and whip Hawley. Hawley says they
will do so if requested by the
took advantage of it, leaving for the
ment of the music. His version of "The Old Log Cabin in the Lane"
word, he declared.
kicked him, and beat him on the legs,
sheriff. Twelve thousand miners
railroad yards at double quick time.
"Dixie" was written at the out- and "Signal Bells at Sea."
stomach, back and breast until they
are in the district.
Grogan is alfeged to havetoouched
were phyiically exhausted or a whip
General H. A. Tyler, of Hickman, Samuel J. Vaughan,• Lola, Livings.
TWO WORKMEN
was worn out. . Then they would
INHUMAN.
Is in Paducah, seeking information ten county man, for $20 Monday
rest for recuperatics and to get a
Meridian, Uonn., July 24—Anwhich will once and for all settle a night. Vaughan informed the ponie Steflnik, 12 years old, is unnew whip.
controversy,
which has stirred
up lice that the boy, who robbed him
der arrest., charged with deliberBecame Unconscious.
the Daughters of the Confederacy at went by the name of Harry Grogan,
ately setting tire to the clothing
During the whipping he says they
Memphis, Hickman and Paducah for and that he met him in Missouri
of a baby in her charge, because
Two damage omits were filed in
cursed him,oand said they intended to
several weeks. He expects to com- only the week before. Vaughan had
the child took so , much of her
circuit court,
kill him, rand he fully believed they
plete his work and return tomorrow. left town and there being no evitime, she could not play. The
would. Finally be became unconJames 'S. Underwood sues the
During the war many Paducahans dence against Grogan, Chief Collins
baby died after suffering terriscious from the pain and cruelty. He
Princess Furnace companv. of St
were exiled from the city because of decided it would be better to rid the
ble agony.
Promotion of
Ms, for $13,100 damages for per- Judge Reed Takes Answer ot Wholesale
says the . defendant knocked him
their
attitude toward
the
Unions town of his presence. He spent the
--sonal injuries. Underwood was em
down, kicked him and braised hitn
Yeiser Under Advise- men to be Conductors on Il- Mrs: T. J. Latham, a prominent Mem night in the city jail.
P. 0. ROBBERY.
Mayor
with their fists, sticks and bludgeons
ployed by the defendant In dismantphis society matron claims to have
Marengo, Ind., July at.— The
elIng the Iron furnace at Third and
until he was injured internally and
ment and Will Decide In- linois Central Yesterday been one of this number, which Is
postoffice was robbed last night
externally.
Norton streets, and a lot of timber
denied by General Tyler. A controof 41 thettsand dollars worth of
Aiterndon
junction Tomorrow
Blows were appltied with such force
fell on his head. He alleges that be
stamps and
versy, involving Paducahans and the
1, and four
as to make deep gashes, and below
Las been permanently injured..
printing of letter after letter in the
humb ell dollars belonging to
his knees to fits neck he was badly
T. J. Sanderson sues the Princess
Memphis Commercial Appeal, arousMiss Anna Tamer, deputy poet.
injured. From .the loss of blood he
Furnace company, of St. Louis, for
mistress.
WHAT IS DISCLOSED IN ANSWER. THOSE WHO ARE REWARDED. ed members of the order, and so
was so weakened he could not walk.
$1:0-00 damages for personal injuries
firmly does Captain
Tyler believe
Nearly 5.01) attended the picnic of
At present he says the bruises have
While assisting in tearing down the
that Mrs. Latham is wrong, that he the
SUICIDE.
First Presbyterian Sunday school
not healed, and that his health has
iron furnace at Third and Norton
ehicaes., July 24.— George
has come to Paducah to seek old res- at Alino park
yesterday and an exbeen impaired and permanently its
B. MOOR, fOralerly manager of streets, in the employ of the defend- Another postponement of the de- Wholesale promotion of flagmen idents who will know, and learn the cellent time without
accidents was
jured. Large and unsightly scars
ant, be had his arm broken.
the New Southere hotel, and
cision in the injunction proceedings to positions of conductor, was made truth. He objected to her participa- enjoyed. A special train
carried the
are still on parts of his body from
member of the MURK() Athletic
tion in functions of the W. D. C., be- party out and
Instituted by Hugh Boyle, to restrain
back. The only inciyesterday afternoon by the Illinois
the blows, and be suffers pains in
club, committed suicide last
revoking
his
cause he says she rode in Union par- dent to ma- the
liMayor Yeliter from
occasion was when
Central, and six dropped the flag to
his head and breast. He has been
night in his apartments in the
ades and used permits from
cense to sell liquor at Fourth street
the Miss Clara Bader, of 1014 South
book
train
of
charge
take
and
the
club house. Ills body was found
confined to his bed for weeks, and
Union officers.
and Kentucky avenue, was had this
Twelfth street, was overcome with
order sheet. The reason of the protoday with a bullet hole behind
has expended $5410 for medical atmorning, and Judge Reed will conheat. She is the daughter of Mrs.
motions at this season is the heavy
the right ear. It IS supposed he
tention.
sider the answer of the mayor and
Joseph Vogt. Today she Gis able to
business
enjoyed
the
which
road,
by
been
bee
despondent
busiover
Judge Robbins.and Gus Thomas.
such other pleadings as have . been
be up.
necessitates
many
trains.
extra
ness propositions.
of Mayfield, and Shells:turn & Smith
Joseph Hutchinson, 49 years old, submitted, and hand down his decisThose promoted .yesterday are T.
of Clfnton, are the attorneys for the
residing on North
Twelfth street, Ion tomorrow morning. In his an- S. Hotfoot, John Coyle, J. C. ThornOYSTER BAY.
Rev. Mr. Hawley.
a
lost his right hand this morning swer Mayor Yeiser says within
hill, Stoddard Robertson, A. Long
Oliver was at one time tax superOyster Mir, July 24.--Presiminute after the conviction of Boyle
through
*n
accident
at
the
Cohankus
and R. Dunlap. They have been asdent Roosevelt is holding a convisor for this district and Smith is a
of
court
Sunday
sellManufacuring
company's
plant in the police
signed to the east end, the Paducah
Benton, Ky., July 24.—(Speciall
ference today with Chairman
prominent lawyer of Fulton,'
Flighth and 134.vd streets. He war ing, he served the notice of revoc.a- district, and two took their initial —Wind, rain, hail and
Wilcox of the New York public
lightning
was
an
hour
Boyle,
afit
and
Ion
on
working with a
machine supplied
trains out last night. Hotfoot aud made things lively around Benton
utilitiee committee. Other guests
from
the
appeal
ter
police
that
before
with spiked rollers, and his right
are Lucius IL Smith, of IndianCoyle last night left for Graham yesterday afternoon, The rain did
The Typographical union yesterwas perfected and
arm was -drawn into it
The spikes court judgment
apells, and Langston Warner, of
mines running the first and second good and the hall was too scattering day installed officers as follows:
time
the
of
before
the
length
same
tore and lacerated his arm, tearing
!Islet
sections of extra, No. 88. They will to do damage. But the wind moved President, E. M. Willis; vice presifingers off and flesh from the bones temporary restraining order was haul coal and mixed freight. The one end of R. J.'
,lettere tobacco dent, W. N. Cabell: secretary-treasof the arm. Hutchinson WRB taken served on the mayor.
WRECK.
other four will go out today and to- barn, a mile northwest of Benton, urer, J, E. Baker; sergeant-at-arms,
in the patrol wag°, to Riverside boa
slightly. Two cows, belonging to Lu- Martin Kelley: delegates
Grerville. Pa., July 24.—One
morrow, as the business demands.
to Central
Preparations for the "Eighth."
pita!, where physicians
Sharp, Marshall county, July 24.
amputated
noun was killed, five .persons
Officials have plenty of men
to cien and Z. Flurnhatn, at Glade, were Labor union, E. M. Willis, John U.
-,--t$Peeiall—Lightning struck
the hand
operators
preparare
killed
lightning
a
by
badly injured and a dozen slightstand
Lunch
pick from to fill positions made vaRobinson and Al E. Young.
mare in Mr. Frank Hall's field near
ly hurt here had
night in a
ing for "The Eighth," and have rent- cant by promotions. In fact they
here yesterday afternoon killing her
hend-on collision ort the RewWhite Pickpocket Escapee.
ed ground all around the Illinois "open up a box of flagmen," RR one
MILE BURNS.
lastanti.. The mare was loose anti
riter & Lnke Erie, between a pasofficial put it, every week or two.
While
J. W. Egester, a colored atstreet
Central yard office at Eleventh
running about the field. She was a
senger train, carrying 200 peotorney In the city, was standing at Disastrous Blase Does Million Dollar
valuable one, !sightly prized by Mr.
and Broadway. This Is a favorite
ple to a moonlight picnic at ConMies Edna Spell' has gone to Pa- the Union station today at noon he
Damage at Victoria, U. C.
Hall.
tend lake, and a light engine.
place for such business, as all trains ducah to visit friends and from felt a tug at his watch, but calmly
Good Hain.,
Seattle,
The wreck was due to a missunWash., July 24.—A mile
are unloaded at Eleventh street sod there will go to Dawson Springs.— replaced it in his pocket, and never
In
The rain yesterday afternoon
iquare was burned at Victoria; B. C.,
derreanding of order...
Charlet. Sanders, a young engine
Mayfleld Messenger,
Broadway.
noticed any attempt of a pickpocket last
this section was general and
did
— —
night. Loss one million,
watchman at the Illinois Central
- -—
to get it. Patrolman Aaron Hurley
mint for crops. Farmers are elated
GRAIN MARKET.
round house, was seriously *raided
stepped
the
around
corner
just
as
over He visitation.
last, night between A and 9 o'clock
Cincinnati. July 24.—Wheat,
Will Go Camping.
the attempt was made, and a white
new, Mg; corn, 57 1-2; oats, 01.
He was keeping up steam on an enThursday Mr. Gus Covington and
man on seeing him
ran into the
Will Pheipe &hocked.
gine being assigned to an extra train
family, of Mayfield, W. E. Covington
woods.
Lightning struck the house in
PROM BITION.
The injector became defective and
and family, of Paducah, and two
which Will Phelps, 80 years old, was
Atlanta, (M., July 24.— Batbegan to emit steam and sealding wafamilies of Russellville, brothers-inafternoon (hiring
seated yesterday
Itouricil'S Erna. Makes Flood,
ter, Sanders felt the, hot stream
tle fey absolute prohibition in
low to W. E. Covingtoon, will leave
the rain and Nhocked him so badly
Georgia is being fought today.
strike his right knee, and through
Washington. July ;4 - A bitter tempt to have Circuit Judge PritchMadrid, la •
24.---Because for South Haven, Mich. They will
July
that he fell unconscious. Phelps was
!lyre's% are being made In the
the blinding vapor groped his way to Judicial contest Id belhg waged
in ard Impeached. 'Intimation was re- the ordinance providing for a *pew take all of their
cooks, servante,
'Palling against the wall in the chair,
house, The VOtt probably will be
the opening and jumped from the Sorth Carolina between the state and ceived here that immediately after sewer eastern was found illegal, the camping outfits,
0000king utenalle
talking, when the lighAng follos...
cab, His injury was dressed at the federal authorities over the Method the next congress assembles formal city has closed the system, flooding
taken tonight. The senate has
and everything necessary to enjoy a
a coaduetor and struck "him Teday
tos...ed the hill. The governor
hospital. Sanders will be disabled of enforcing the state railroad rate charges will be preferred against the basements of residences and two months'
outing. They have
he Is better,
will sign It.
front duty two weeks.
business; houses,
law, and will probably lead to an el- Pritchard
chartered a car to Chicago.
1

Col. Will S. Hays, Who Claimed
GEN. TYLER SEEKS
Dixie, Dies at His Louisville Home
HIS VINDICATION RETURNS TO OLD HOME

AND IS DRIVEN AWAY

INJURED
AT OLD IRON FURNACE

FLAG IS DROPPED
NO DECISION IN
HUGH BOYLE CASE FOR TRAIN BOOK
Flag

NEARLY FIVE HUNDRED
GO ON S. S. EXCURSION

OPERATIVE'S HAND TORN
OFF BY THE MACHINERY

WINDS CAUSE DAMAGE
IN MARSHALL COUNTY

TYPOS INSTALL THEIR
OFFICERS FOR A TERM

AN ELECTRIC STORM AT
SHARP TUESDAY 'NIGHT

ENGINE WATCHMAN WAS
SCALDED IN ENGINE CAB

North Carolina May Attempt to
Impeach Circuit Judge Pritchard

tat...es-se

war

AMERICAN PLAN What to do

EEMIL]
Dyspepsia
s. hasin become
FOR 0OLLECI'ION OF DEBTS IS
fad in
Dieting
a
PRICKLY HEAT
ADOPTED AT HAGUE.
Atherica, and just as, years ago, we, as
S natiou, over-ate, so now we are underCHAFING and ITCHING t
eating. The one is as bad as the other.
Mau needs
great

food and plenty of it to susVenezuela ('aale for Union, Because tain life and to give strength to compete
in this busy world.
of Drago Doctrine ReIt is not, however, the fact that you
jection.
may eat too much that hurts you, but
that you don't digest what you eat.
And it that result* lo dyspeosLa you will not
First Aid to the Injured
cure the trouble by cutting down your food suplf your dligeative organs were creating the
ply.
The Hague, July 24.—Dr. Buy Bar
Always ass PARACASPH SOAP It will Cleanse, Cosi
Proper amount of gastric and peptic inters you
beta, (Brasil) at today's session, would have oo dyspepaia. 'ro cure the disease
and Soothe your Skis.
you must create an abundance of chose accessary
committee on arbitration, delivered a Jake&
41,.
Tala Ma MI,bedtime by a reliable tonic law
long speech supporting the American
Use.ali
,he
o Dame laitietttes. Dr. Caldwell's
proposal regarding the collection of=
001Ititus the very ingredients
NthIG. Take it regularly for awhile
contracturel debts and opposing the
tpsiha bo
a,g1
g ds3osnye
ea.c
du
irmi
ectioon
entibe
clt c
altason
yeirt
Drago doctrine. Baron Mar-shill Von 'IS INS
dl
Ogliamsiasaying
such
as
UN
symptoms
afar
Mistanei, of Germany, then delivered 10•116•16IN=Olosiach, bloateo stomach,hives,
an able speech on arbitration in gen- phogiek salkitescantaaaion. wiod on the stonaads.*Oh aver,balite carries with it an al:moeral approving the American propos- il/HO
vessal..tedowlast we claim. It is a rename".laxative and you wil: like
al. Speaking outside the conference
girdssae be eiseese with its action.
/ We have several good driving horses fur sale at reasonable prices and- today President Nelidoff said it was °Ng MO gaggli_irleods of this remedy is
in one of the Chinecessary to accomplish as much Name P.Iftesiese. a neutenant
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
fought. at the battle of
rwe ge the
...h._ _Olialtg
eork
trenches, and eatbefore
as
inallafte.
possible
August
wet
1
as
THE T.ULLY LIVERY COMPANY. a majority of delegates wish to leave ing the
of a soldier, he contracted
severe(
INGO/I PORATED
sad loin weight rapidly. A
1
friend in the regigsgat caned his attention to
by that date.
Livery and Boarding Bars.
Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
Dr Paid well's syruppepsin, which he promptly
began to use. It nos only cured ttia dyspepsia
but increased his weight•wools,
Sensational Demand,
Your druggist will sal you a bottle at 50 cents
Caracas, Venezuela, July
and yenwill 4nd tt nor Lb a. hundred tames
24.— sw
ill to
you.
Suggesting that Spanish-American
111111111111011
republics meet In, congress to proclaim the Drago doctrine, now that
me have a his awls begs Natio *Whom gy
the powers have ignored it at The saatessiog_.•••••• Teasers isIs pros leattle
ream& yes ea as we dike. and 11 alp mot lo ghee
Hague, a correspondent of the official sew Ws maw les• IL Send lor It tt you Om aw
sesesea. liver or bowel tissue. Dentin*
dgem
government newspaper, El Constitu- orisseiste
yet swot
WO*, for children, women and °id
tional, is a presumably inspired arti- folks. A gairaMesa,
manent home curs. THE
laxative so Good and Sure
VERDICT:
PUBLIC
You get handsome, well
cle, sounds a note for "Union against as OR. CALDWELL'S"No
SYRUP PEPSIN." This Prodad
aepoineed carriages
a common enemy; against the ambk Dears Panty guarantee No. 17. Washington. 0. c,
when I serve you. We
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
tions and egotism of the strongest."
give Promt personal at1010aldwell Bldg.. 111eatfeelle,
The article caused much comment
tention at all times.)
in +Caracas, because. published on the
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
day following the presentation
by barge is completed, for a general
Minister Russell of Secretary Root's overhauling. The C. M. Pate is in
second note to Venezuela in which it excellent shape and.the owners have
says Castro's refusal in the demand not spared any expense in the refor arbitration
in
five American pairs.
claims is unacceptable. The United
The Blue Spot is still at the wharf
States is, alluded to in connection waiting for orders,
with the annexation of Texas and the
The Henrietta was coaling today
Independence of Panama when the and left this afternoon for `the Tenwriter says:
nessee river,
"We have seers English, German
The Charles S. Turner left this
and American warships off the Vene- morning for the Tennessee after a
zuela coast. In this way territory tow of ties.
has been seized from Mexico and CoThe Chattanooga left today for
lombia. Foreign interests are influ- the Tennessee river with a good pasFirst—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
ential today in lacuddor, Central senger list.
•
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
America and perhaps tomorroow will
The George Cowling is still on the
be in the whole continent."
ways receiving the finishing touches
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
of the repairs. The trade brought in
and without injury.
by the Cowling is missed by the merFourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new,and
chants.
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
The Pavonia left today for the
Cumberland river for a tow of ties
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
The Bob Dudley arrived today and
sending us your laundry.
will leave on the return trip this
evening at 6 o'clock.
Business was good today at the
Bob Cranche head engineer on the
wharf, and several steamers were receiving local freight for customers C. M. Pate, is at his home in Nashup the rivers. The river rose in the ville. He is expected back tonight.
St. Louis Globe-Democrat says:
last ip hours.
Should the investigation of the wreck
Workmen and Superintendent Tay
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
lor of the dry docks, are indignant ing of the steaniboat Tennessee
against a pier at Eads bridge, Thursat the refuse that is dumped into the
river above the city and floats (loan day being conducted by the United
stream. Much of it gets in among States steamship inspectors, disclose
negligence or cowardice on the part
the dry docks and hinders the workmen until they dislodge the cause of Mate John Lehnhard or Pilot, An.
thony Burbaeb, both men will bt; cord
The pafties are unknown. This
pelted to surrender their papers.
morning a large ham had floated
Capt. Wm. Young declared before the
against the docks,
committee that he would have shot
The Rieke launch, "Marjorie,"
the pilot dead had he had a gun. He
has
been placed Into the river off the
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
ilso censured the *late. and by.imdry docks, and she is in first-class
plication charged'that the cowardice
trim. The boat presents a neat apMost Centrally Located Hotel on
of the two men was,responsible for
pearance,
and has good speed.
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
the accident Capt. Young is said to
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
The Joe Fowler was the Evansbe the only officer of the boat who
renovated and transformed in every
ville packet today and business was
stayed by his post when the steamer
department. Up-to-date in all rerushing on this trip.
spects. Telephone in each IOOM.
dammed the pier. Pilot Burbach is
- The Clyde will leave this evening
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
charged with leaping from the boat
for the Tennessee river with a good
with Capacity of 1200.
to the pier and climbing to the railload of freight. The passenger list
road tracks above. Mate Leonard is
The Famous
was crowded.
This is Captain
also charged with leaping into the
Wright's first trip out since he reriver and swimming until resicued.
German Restaurant
turned from the east.
The Nellie was let Into the river
Broadway's chief attraction for SpeOfficial Fors-caste.
yesterday afternoon, as good as new,
cial Food Dishes and Popular Music.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
and
after steam was raised left for Vernon will rise during the next
Lawman Plea. MIS loess. 2N laths.
Metropolis.
P-te. far Rooms $ t SO and upward. $2.00 and upward with bails. Perko, Borireorn And Bath
three days. At Paducah rot much
$3.00 and upward. $1.00 extra where two parsons occupy. a Mork mom.
COI
The C. M. Pate will be finished to- change during the next 24 hours. - At
C
WRITF. loft BOORLFT.
day and let into the river and in her Cairo will continue rising during the
place a barge of the American will next 24 to 36 hours.
be taken on for some repairs. The
The Tennessee from Florence to
E- M. TIERNEY. Mariagrir
American will be taken on when the below Johesonville will probably
continue fallIng slowly during the
next 24 hours.
('.% NT BE SEPARATED.
se.
The Mississippi from below St
Some Paducah People HARP Learned Louis to Cairo will continue rising
during the next 24 to 36 hours.
How to Get Rid of Both.

RELIEVED QUICKLY BY

Paraeamph

FREE TEST 1,1rayliTs.:.i.fryNt.t.'.ne

The Best Carriage
Seryice in Paducah

I

• STENOGRAPHERS

PERI S OF PAIN

ARE WANTED BY 1.• at La: SAM iN
MN BIG Cfrileri,

Civil Service Examiners Instructed to
her
Secure .Ippittaint
Exalltilikit ion*.

Out of Paducah's horde of stenographers and typewriters, is there one
who wants a good job with Uncle
Sam?
The answer will come August
when an examination for this position
Is held here by the civil service, examiner. Uncle Sam wants stenographers and wants tb,ern badly. He has
taken special pains to send out circulais urging each examiner to drum
nis as many app:icants as possible.
There are 42 vacancies for males and
two for females in var;ons cepartments to be filled in 12 of the largest cities in the United States.
Other examinations ordered for
this district are: Aid in grain standardization (male)1+ August 21: marine fireman, quartermaster's department at large. August 22; knife
grinder, government printing office,
August 22.

STAR LAUNDRY

1

tel Marlborough

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

Render Coal
Reduced
Lump
Nut -

-

•

-

•

•

CO

13c
- 12c

There is none better. All
orders appreciated.
Dealers in New Aetna Blacksmith Coal, $5 a ton,
and Anthracite Coal, $9,50 a ton.

CENTRAL COAL AND IRQN CO
Incorporated.

Both Phones 370.

Backache and kicly ache are twin
The Way It Read.
The editor of a little western pabrothers.
per was in the habit of cheering up
You can't separate them.
And you can't get rid of the back- h:s subscribers daily with e column
ache until you cure the kidney ache of short pertinent cemmente on their
If the kidneys are well and strong town, their habits, and themselves.
the rest of the system is pretty sure The department on account of its intimate personal flavor was the most
to be in vigorous health.
Doan's Kidney Pills make strong popular thing in the paper.
The editor, as he•
• it growing
healthy kidneys.
Thomas Housman, of 1143 North In favor, gradually allowed himself a
Thirteenth street.
Paducah, Ky. wider and wider latitude in his resays: "Doan's Kidney Pills which I marks, until the town passed much
procured at DuBois Son & Co.'s drug of its time conjecturing "what he'd
store a few months ago have done chola to say next."
On a hot day, when the simoon
more for me than any other mediine I have ever taken for lame back whistled gaily up the streets of the
:isd kidney trouble. For a time my town, depositing everywhere its burkidneys were so bad that I was not den of sand, the editor brought
able to work and was under the doc- forth this gem of thought:
"All the windows along Main street
tor's care for some time. I finally
need
washing badly."
got relief and went back to work but
The next morning he was waited
suffered most of the time with my
on by a platoon of indignant citizens
back until I began using Doan's Kidwho confronted him with 4he paraney Pills. They gave me relief In a
the
graph in question fresh from
short time and now I feel as If I
hands of the oonmositor and informe
could not do without them in the
ed him fiercely that he had gone trio
house. A few doses taken now and
far. After a hasty and horrified
then keep me free from
pain, no glance he admitted'that he bed.
lame back and I am able to work evIt now read:
ery day without suffering. It Is a
"All the widows along Main Ferree
comfort to know of a remedy
nited r a
need washing hadly."—"Under the
that can be relied upon and I know
Spreading Chestnut Tree," in the
that Doan's Kidney Pills are such " August Everybody's.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
[ents.
t
"I thought you said your son was
New York, sole agents for tha 'U
proficient in three lantualfea?"
at
"He le He tan talk stage slang,
:
s
tne
nmber
the name—Doane--- britteball slang and slang."—Chicago
aStti d take no other.
Record-Herald,

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compougd
alias Adelaide Nichols of 324 West 22nd Street, New York City.
writes:—Dear Mrs. Pin khem:-"If women who suffer would only rely
upon Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound their troubles would be
quickly alleviated. I feel greatly indebted for the relief and health
which has been brought tome by yourineetimable remedy."
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cures Female Complaints
such as Falling and Displacements, and Organic Diseases. Headache,
General Debility,'Indigestion, and invigorates the whole feminine
system. For the derangements of the Kidneys of either sex Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is excellent.

Mrs.Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs.Pinkbam,at Lynn,Masi,.Frum the symptoms given, the trouble
may be located and the quickest and surest way of recovery advised.

Magnitude of American Tobacco
Co. Made Public by Government

His Wen of It.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

RIVER NEWS

stgi‘Vidie garageman is entirely free
from periodic suffering, it does not
seem to be the plan of nature that
women should suffer so severely. Irregularities and pain are positive
evidence that something is wrong
which should be net right or it will
lead to serious derangement of the
feminine organism.
Thousands of women, have
found relief from all periodic suffering by taking Lydia E. Pinkhanes Vegetable Compound, which
is made from native roots and herbs,
as it is the most thorough female
regulator known to medical science.
It cures the condition which
MI55 ADELAIDE NICHOLS
causes so much discomfort and robs
that period of its terrors. Women who are troubled with painful or irregular functions should take immediate action to ward off the serious
consequences and be restored to health and strength by taking

3!)•••••

"Olizzier has an idea he Isn't being
fairly treated."
"Oh, Gazzier always has that idea If
he isn't being treated about every ten
ininutes."—Pleladelphin Press.
It is better to crawl tinder an obstruction in the path, when you cannot climb over it, than to cease moving forward at all.

Washington, D. C., July 24.— An whole. Of the 23,000,000 pounds of
examination of the petition recently snuff, they produced 22,500,000 or
filed by the government In the case 'almost 95 per cent. They manufacof the United States against the Am- tured four billion 900 million cigaerichn Tobacco company and others rettes out of the six mitten MS milapparently confirms the magnitude of lion total; 905 million out of 995 mil
the operations of this company lion little cigars and 747 miflion cigwhich has never before been made ars or slightly more than 10 per
public.
The defendant
concerns ' cent. The report for the year 1906
which are alleged to be owned or for tile American Tobacco company
controlled by the American Tobacco alone, shows preferred stock of 78
company, with the exception of the millions, common stock 40 millions
Imperial company, haye a capitalizaper cent lesnds 55 millions and 4
tion and bonded indebtedness of per cent bonds 61 mil:ions of dollars
more than half a billion dollars. As In round numbers. The- dividends on
the internal revenue bureau -keeps the preferred stock amounted to 6
tab on the purchase of all leaf and per cent and on the common stock to
the output of all mandfactured to- 22 1-2 per cent and $11,754,231 was
bacco, the figures in the petition are carried over to the surplus which
official. They show that of the en- amounted to $30,500,000. The total
tire product of the United States in assets Of the company are given as
smoking' and plug tobacco during $278,628,564.
1906, amounting to 363 million
pounds, theedefendants prodttced 282
million minds or
7-91h
of the

BASEBALL NEWS

Every mother feels a
great dread of the pain
and dangerattendant upon
the most critica_l period
of her life. Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the-only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and dange of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woinan's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondentls
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its we:ght in gold,"
i.00 per
says many who have used it.
.
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
BRA:MELD REOULATOR 00., Atlanta,

Mike

National League,
R H
New York
1 5 1
Chicago.
0 6 0
Batteries
Ames and Bowerman;
Brown and Kling.
H E
Boston
5 6 2
Pittsburg
3 7 2
Batteries—Flaherty and Needham;
Willis and Gibson.

Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Batteries—McIntyre and
Weiler and Cehlei.

Motherl
aft friend

American League.
FI
Cleveland
1 5 0
Washington
1 2 2
Batteries — Clarkson and Clarke;
Smith and'Heydon.

Keep Posted!I
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers delivered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal
The Commercial-Appeal

Louisville Times
St Louis Republic

,

I

Chicago examiner
Chlcago-Tri bune
Nashville American
,

The Remrd-Nerald
The Globe-Democrat
The Post-Dispatch
The News-Scimitar
The Star-Chronicle

Cincinnati Enquirer
Chicago Daily News

R H Z
a 7 1
a 6 0
Bergen;

Colored Basieball Game.
Among the features booked et the
colored
promoters of Padu ab's
Eighth of August is a baseball game
between the crack colored team of
Louisville and Ben Boyd's "Paducah
Nationals."
Teacher— Eddy, what makes the
grass grow? Eddy—The grass has
blades and with these it cuts Its waa
through the
ground.— Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway

DON'T FORGET
GEO. ROCK SHOE 00,
THURSDAY
2 TO 6 P. M.

Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies

FREE SHOW

Very frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing without merit and quality is in the bottle.

—AT--

Wallace Park
8:18

Moncrief
Stock
In the

Early Times
And

CAN

Jack Beam
Is nine summers old. The govment stamp will so indicate.

Coroleci, or
Mother and Son
Curtain 8:30"

Prices 10c and 20c
•

WLDNES
.DAY JULY 24.

I'M PADUCAH 144 vENING
_

In making
your purchases
ask for goods
which bear

POISON EMPEROR
IS USUAL CUSTOM

VACANT HOUSES
If 1)epost.d. One Escapes He
Will he Exception
Japan Publishes To World Promise et
Abdication To Sustain Ilee
Position,

The Union Label
Union men
should be wise

RUSSIA

DI

-CONSERVATIVE.

As soon as We paper your
house we Lake down the sign.
Your man comes to you pays
one month's rent•and moves in,
and why?
Simply because he likes our
paper, its the kind that matches
the carpet, rugs, etc.
It's not too dark or too light
and he alwa' s likes to live in
homes well papered.
Right now is the time to have
your work done and we know
the kind people want
And know how to please you,
your tenant and also your
pocketh,iok.

POWDER TRUST
FALLS NEXT BLOW
Suit Will be Instituted at Wilmington. Del.
( fiances .ire tingle I'liat Railroads
Buy Patent ltiPliancee and Suppress Them,

LADIES' OPPORTUNITY
Thursday, the 25th, from 2 to 6 p. in., we
will sell all Oxfords now retailing at $3 50
and $4 00 at the ridiculously low price of

$2.50 tha r

THE STATE SCISSoitti GRLNDEit.

This is no odds and ends sale, but the very latest and best Oxfords
on the market. We are doing this simply to advertise our goods.
This price is for these hours only and for cash, allowing only one
.•
pair to the customer. All sizes and widths in strck.
••

Sanderson,
Perkins Co.

Don't Forget This
t

Paducah Typographical
Union No. 134.

•

FOR RENT

PifIE TIMMS.

SPOOL July 24.—The cabinet's re:0
Washington, D. C., July 24.—Proport to Marquis Ito gf the former
ceedings against the powder trust
emperor's new p:edge of, abdication,
under the terms of the Sherman antiwas published and reversed the widetrust act will be instituted at Wilspread impression that the first inmington, Del., the later part of the
stance was not one of abdication, but
week. The suit for dissolution,
of "ituperlal contortion." Ito's subwhich will embrace the receivership
servient cabinet, in an all night enprinciple enunciated in the tobacco
gagement with the former emperor,
trust cases, will be filed by either Aswiling from him a verbal Omission
sistant Atto-ney General Russell or
of the validity of his abdication, sethe United States attorney of the discured his signature to a proclamation
Phone 1513 .428 Broadway.
trict in which Wilmington is located.
to the people, also an acknowledgeA long list of defendants will be
ment Of the 'Mikado's congratulations
named in the government's bill. It
to him as emperor de facto. The
Is said that the case against the powworking meinbers of the cabinet who
enjoy It's protection, are passing in 61012614502.12226042261211121.02102616111 der trust is the strongest of many
prosecutions entered upon by the adand out of the palace with a guard
Great Place for Silk Worms.
ministration against the so-called
exclusively of Japanese. The work of
'bad corporations."
the cabinet will not be finished until the emperor is exiled from Seoul. agertelKelleleKelsoseXelellesItlalts7e•
This, if accomplished without the
Roads Quash Safety Aids?
All through the northern part of
Charges have been submitted to PUBLIC OFFICES, D.00FtATIONS
poisoning 2f the deposed ruler, or
LABOR LEADER OFFERED BRIBE solne similar tragedy, will be a land- Italy the ,culture of silk worms is a the interstate commerce commission
AND PARDONS SOLD.
great industry. This Is probably due to the effect that certain
mark in Korean history.
railroads of
Railroad, It Is Said, Agreed to Pay
Viscount Hayashi, foreign minister to the fact that the mulberry tree, the country are purchasing patents
$10.000 to End Strike.
of Japan, whose presence in Korea the leaves of which constitute the to safety devices and appliances and
supports Ito, in an interview yester- food of the silk worm, requires for then suppressing their manufacture. Paris Has St•nsation, Sprung by Gil
Illas—linportant Personages
Louisville, Ky., July 24.—J, D. day in the administration's paper, is its perfect growth long con tinued The matter is regarded as serious,
concerm•d.
Duckaleve of Washington, D. C., ex- understood to suggest a council of warm, dry weather and thereby suf- inasmuch as the officials
declare that
vice, president of the International the state with power to act for the fers in the rainy seasons of Englan the number of
wrecks is increasing
Association of Machinists, created a elimination of interference by
the and France.
each year, and this despite the law
sensation during a meeting of ma- throne.
Italy, with the eternal blue in her requiring the use of safety appliances
Paris, July 24.—Gil Bias is rechinists here today by declaring that
The censorship over the Japanese skies and perpetual warmth of her on railroad trains. Announcement is
sponsible for the sensational statehe 'had been approached by an alleg- press correspondence is described as sun is an ideal cliniate for its propa- made
in this connection that a thor- ment that it has been discovered
ed representative of the Louisville precautionary on account of the bit- gation. In soil less rich and fertilough investiationg will be made by that a former private secretary
of
and Nashville railroad who offered terness toward
Ito's conservative ized, the mulberry trees exhausts the the commission,
the present minister of justice, M
him $10,000 to call off the strike coupe in reshaping the destinies of earth so far as other vegetation exGuyot-Dessaigne, at one time connow on in the local ithops of the com- Korea. The theaters, amusement ists, but in Italy the trees are
used
Scissors Grinder on List..
ducted a scandalous traffic in public
pany. J. A. McDowell, business agent places and markets were open for the as supports to the grape vines.
The
Washington, July 24.—The civil offices, decorations and pardons.
of the local union, Was concealed first time in four days. The situation branches are all 'nit off so
as to shade service commission has given examAccording to the newspaper, which
-wben the offers watt made, and hag in the capital is premising: Ito-- -exvines----the leaves
-to the 'patrons on eit•WY near every sub
promises to publish the names of the
sworn to an affidavit containing the pects reinforcements of blue jackets worms and -the twigs
used for light ject from gasoline engines to adparties concerned, a number of imchars-es. B. M. Starks, general man- from the Japanese warships.
firewood, so uttilitarian is the Italian. vanced anthropology, and from Hebportant personages, including M.
ager of the road, denies the charges.
In addition, there is a crop of grain raic literature back again to
the cure Guyot-Dessaigne and some of his
Russia Conservative.
between the rows of Irees—thus of the botts in horses. But it wasn't
friends and relatives, are implicated.
Good Use For It,
Petersburg,
24.—The
St.
Rus- every foot of•ground is cultivated.
July
until today that the commission put
Investigate for Week.
Two Irishmen were peeving a big sian. press gives tardy expression toThe first interesting feature is the scissors grinders on the classified
Continuing, Gil Bias says that M
jewelry store„ in .the
window of day to views of the recent happenings manner of planting
the mulberry list. The examiaation will be held
which were displayed a lot of loose in Korea. Radical newspapers con- trees
Bouchard, an examining magistrate.
as regards their mission in the next week and will not Involve severe
diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and oth-I tent Themselves with the publication
vineyards. In Rome the grape vines mental strain. Ability to put a bar-'has been conducting an investigation
er preelous stones.
of news dispatches.
are suported by a bamboo pole set up ber's shop finish on a pair of govern- of the affair for one week, and that
"Ah, Pat," said Barney, "they be
the "confrontation" of the witnesses
The foreign office maintains a like that of a wigwam,
but in central ment shears and a razor edge on a
feline stones. How would you like to strictly neutral attitude based on the
and northern Italy the useful mul- government knife will count pretty will take place tomorrow. The paper
have your piek?"
says also that the private secretary
assumption that the abdication of the berry
trees are used--set out about near all the points. The personal
"Och, he jabersl" replied Pat, "I'd emperor waa not accompanied by vioIn question has confessed.
twentty feet apart. They are allowed appearance of the applicant will not
rayt her hov me shovel!"—July Lip- lation of the Portsmouth treaty. The
The publication of these charges
to
branch
once
into
five
or
six
arms
a
determining
be
factor,
save when it
pincott's.
foreign office censiders, moreover,
these arms being kept an equal seems to indicate a settled aversion has created a great stir, and recalls
that the recent occurrences have In
the notorious affair which. ompelled
length all over the vineyard, only a to soap.
no way-changed the hard facts, exM. Grevy to resign in 1887.
few feet long and the stump of each
plaining that Japan leas been absoRefer'to Old Scandal,
arm is covered with young shoots
lute master of Korea for two years.
that produce the food for the worms.
The Temps, however, assumes that
Patched Up.
DON'T FORGET
The tree increases only in its trunk
the revelations made by Gil Bias reSuperceded.
It is never allowed to grow tall. The
fer to the old affair of M. Chaumie.
The most beautiful pair of black grapevine
who was minister of public instrucis trained to grow to the
GEO.
SHOE CO.
eyesein town
point where the branches diverge:1
tion in the Combos and Rouvier cabBelonged to Mrs. McCann
then is guided by a string to the next
inets and who sued the Matin for deTHURSDAY
Till her husband went to a wake one tree, so as to form
famation of character. M. Chaumie
festoons of vines
night
• - 'from tree te tree all over the vinehas been interviewed on the matter
And fought with a bigger man!
2 TO 5 P.M.
yard.
and he declares it is ridiculous to
All the sap from the roots
—July Lippincott's.
goes into the comparatively few
speak of a repetition of the Wilson
leaves that are allowed to grow and
scandal
lie says that neither he nor
The church that lifts the fallen thus makes stronger
his sons are involved. M. Chainnie
fiber for the
never need fear failure.
silk. It is said that when the food is
declared also that his brother in-law
poor or Insufficient the quality of silk
•
is apt to be coarse and adherent.
The cocoons which are to be kept
to become butterflies next spring are
DON'T FORGET
held in cold storaeg until then, when
they come out under proper treatMent. The eggs are sold to farmers
GEO. ROCK SHOE CO.
just as we sell grain. After the eggs
It miaht he worse when Cupid's dart
hatch the tiny worm is put into a
THURSDAY
His list of woo in-reases.
drawer-like receptacle, layers piled
A girt mny have a broken heart
And still may saes the pies-es.
upon each other with plenty of :space
2 TO 6 P. M.
-Minneapolis Journal
for air between and fed upon finely
cut mulberry leaves.
The worm a eat eight days then THIS SHEPHERD DOG CROWS
EXACTLY LIKE A ROOSTER.
sleep one day, at Which time the
drawers are cleaned; then they eat
Stidham, I. T., July 24.—Bill polanother eight days, sleep one, eat
still another eight days, when the len, who lives two miles northeast of
space between the drawer is in- this place, has a shepherd dog that
For beautifying your yards and
creased to a foot and branches are crows like a rooster.
estimates on flower beds we
This strauge inclination the dog
put up and down for them to cling to
will call and see you. Phone
and begin their spinning of the co- has had since he was a puppy, and he
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
Your salary, wages, fees, commissions—no matter In what
can imitate a rooster to perfection.
coon.
and most complete stock of
The inclination to crow seems to
guise your Meanie reaches you--ithould not entirely "satisfy" You.
flowers and plants in the city.
The spinning apparatus is near the
natural
just
be
with the dog as it
as
mouth and connected with the silk
Free delivery to any
You should lee alert to "piece it our", to extend it. For that la.
bags, which are long and slender and is for him to bark, and every time a
part of the city.
merely "making the most of it.
contain a liquid gum; they are closed rooster flaps his wings and crows the
below and end above In slender tubes, dog will invariably answer with a
113czth 'nit-Ines 192.
one on each side, which unite to form crow that cannot be distinguished
"THE INCOME EXTENSION SOCIETY" is purely a fictitious
the single spinning tube. The silk from the real rooster article.
41111111111111111111111
The dog was raised by Dick Patter.
name for a very real and very active class of people in this city—
thread is formed by the contact of
never
trained
to crow.
the air with the liquid gum and son and was
THE PEOPLE .WHO USE THE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLelongated by the long glandular yeUMNS OF THE SUN.
how to .1,hotish Loan "Sharks,"
gars. Every 'thread of silk is made
There is only one way to do awes
up of two distinct strands.
W'hen the spinning process Is fin- with the "shark." That is, to abol- Some of thene "Inc
ished the cocoons are vent In baskets ish the need of hini. Laws against
extenders" use the classified ails, for
holding several bushels to the village usury neither abolish poverty nor resecuring better employment, with higher wage,. Some of them find
eonsequently
the
lieve
and
it,
where there are silk factories.
them useful In securing private pupils ter otherwise idle evenings.
The process of unwinding is very "shark" remains to jupply the deSome secure tenants, boarders Emmen., buyers for the not-used
paliataking. The usual method is to mand for his preesince. The more
things in the house.
throw the cosoon into boiling water risky the laws make his presence the
whiles, kills the chrysalis. A more higher his charges must necessarily
hulitatte method is merely tee steam be and the 'sortie the ?light of those
them over boiling water, whiCh soft- who need him will biome. Charity
If you will look over tlw classified columns of THE SUN today
mot the glue sufficiently to allow the loan associetions can not help those
you will get a hint of the !met of peopfe who believe In "Income
unwinding of the' silk and permits most in need of aid and at the same
extension" and how they go about the matter.
the moth to come forth alive from time remain both charitable and selfthe interior layer and deposit'the supporting.But these tire facts
eggs or prepare for a new brood.
which the average supporter of charThe tinwInding is from the center ity does not want to see. _ If he did
and one worni spins about 100 yards he would abandon his clearly futile
of thread.
attempt tO ftrIke at symptoms, and
kiln his efforts with those who are
_le you expect to buy something trying to destroy the cattail' of povat a store today, get advance Infer- erty and so succeed in doing awhy
inntien by reading the ads.
with the need of both charity end
"sharks." lanntel Kiefer in Moody's
Germany's army on a pesee footing Magazine.
610,000 men, and that of Fiance
--607,000,
The Evening Son-10e. a week.

The label denotes fairness
to organized labor.

1.0

400

atm.

FRAUD TRAFFIC

(PS

32 I

of SiOVIA•IPS4rISIAcr,..
Paeueee

*

had Informed him two months ago killed by Amos Oglesby., who was
that unless he abandon his suit walking with
Mrs. Jenks. Oglesby
against the Matin his sons and his was arrested as he was about to
nephews would be prosecuted.
board a train.
Is Killed Over 25 (Amt. Debt.
Until a man has failed once or
Knoxville, Tenn., July 24.—While , twice he can never fully appreciate
trying to collect an alleged debt of , what success means.
25 cents on the street from a Mrs.. The average man begins to look
Jenks, Plank W. Oliver. aged
19' mighty important when some one
years, was today shot and instantly goes to him for counsel.
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WHY NOT JOIN THE

Income Extension
SOCIETY?

FLOWERS

Use them to advertise.

They sell
things
The Paducah Light
& Power Company
(larimperated.)

SCHMAUS BROS.
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From the Factory in Europe
Direct to Our Store

i

If You Want
a "New Interest in Life,"
Become an Active Member at Once

NOTHER import shipment of Fine Violins, Double
Bass Violins, Gut Strings, Bows, Clarionet Reeds
and other musical merchandise. There is no wholesalers'
profit on these goods, and you can buy them from us at
lower prices than such goods ever before sold in Paducah.

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store

Tim rADucAll EvEliktrml
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essaissares
development of tuatItiations which, if

schools are far ahead in methc'de and
results.
Prof. Boyd was followed by Mrs
the
be practical
ArTILANCION AND WECKLY
Burnett, of the Womana
church.
who spoke on education in genWhether realizing it or not, peotle' and the introduction of special
ple have found the church does not
INCORPORATED
features.
alwa)a meet the practical requireF. ILL FISHER. President
EL J. PAXTON, General Manager.
"•Ideals Of Discipline" was a diffiments of city life, and various organMitered at the postoBice at Paducath. izations of women and men, have tacult subject very ably handled
b>
The man with a uoinfortable shirt is pretty sure to be
Ky., as second clams matter.
ken onto themselves the operatioo of No Discussion of Unimportant Prof, H. C. Zilla.
comfortable all over.
estioacsimaraoM suUrsuls
tinder the head of discipline, "The
charitable And eleemosynary instituMatters
-Means as an End" was intelligently
tions, college settlements an
THE DAILY Iva
It doesn't take an expert to tell when a shirt is com.10 like ventures
Some times, where
discussed by C. B. Alexander.
kty carrier, per week
.25 these were expected to be c •se to
By mail, per month in advama
"Rules and Regulations" was a
fortable, but it takes an expert to make one comfortable.
82.50
By mall, per year, in advance
the church, the have become practi- All Are Taking Interest and Asking subject bringing forth much discus.'THE WEEKLY sum
It luts to be roomy, well-shaped, well-sewed; the sleeves
Per year. by mall, postage paid..11.00 cal substitutes, while lacking in evskin, led by Lou Harper.
Questions That Show AppreciaAddress THE SUN. Paducah, Ky.
which
spitituality,
that
ery detail
Before the adjournment this morndaren't be too long, the collar must not be
tion of Work.
Phone 858
Office.•115 South Third.
has perpetuated the churc for all
ing "arithmetic" was _taken up and
cut
too low or too high.
Payne & Young, Chicago and New these centuries.
"The Second Year in Numbers" ably
York, representatives.
It is for the purpose of making the
Feezor
W.
explained in detail by I,.
When a man once finds a comfortable
TtlE SUN can be found at the follow- church the center of social life, and SEVERAL
SPEAK.
At 12 o'clock adjournment was
VISITORS
ing places:
orcharitable
the hub around which
shirt, he comes back for the same brand, year
taken until 2 o'clock thii afternoon
R. D. Clements & Co.
ganizarons and like institutions raVan CuItn Bros.
when the subject of "Arithmetic"'
after
year.
Palmer House.
diate, and to direct the work of
was continued.
John Wilhelm.
their promoters into channels that
The third day's session of McSome even get to know the kind of box
lead to the church, that some minis- Cracken county teachers' Institute,
Tuesday Afternoon Work.
they are packed in and won't look at the
ters are now advocating the institu- like the second day, has been one of
Tuesday afternoon proved a busy
tional church.
many beneficial features to teachers. oue, the following subjects being
at all, if they don't see the right box.
shirts
in this view, perhaps, the Chicago Superintendent Bilington Is making dissected thoroughly:
studivinity
told
the
who
divine,
every effort to make this the best
Is," by
"Geography—What It
WEONESDAY, JULY 24.
dents that the day of the preacher is Institute ever held, and success so George B. Orr; "Excursions," Miss
past, and that the church demands far is his.
Ada Long.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
workers and organizers, was wholly
Wrangling and debating over un"History—What It Is." D. E. 'WilBrings us more business every season, lets us
right,
F
important subjects, so conspicuous in son; "Value
Patti
of
History,"
buy more shirts and, consequently, we sell
June, 1907.
former institutes, is not tolerated. Chambers.
Well, you had one night's sleep.
Teachers are getting together in edWriting,
better shirts than we did the year before.
ucational mattets. mad as a result
"Preparations for Lessons," Miss
3938
3949
15
1
gratito
Imagine a man so lost
Don't, think you can duplicate anywhere
much valuable time heretofore wast- May Nicholson.
3955
3953
17
2
tude as to get a cold drink on Sun- ed is being utilized to an advantage.
-Devices for Forms," Bessie Bill3937
4
3950
1$
the shirts we are selling for
day and then "turn state's evidence." Another departure from the old re19
3932
ington.
3916
5
generally
are
teachers
that
glum
is
3919
20
3935
"Practice Paper," Miss Zola Wren
6
There will he no question raised as taking an active part in all discus3957
21
"Recitation—Causes of Trouble,"
398L
7
Chicago paper, sions, not requiring the instructor to
the
of
judgment
the
to
3956
3981
22
Misses Gracie Hughes and Lillie
anyone
to
;5
offered
a
prize
of
do all the talking. The institute, as Knott.
24
3955 which
3945
:0
best reason, why he needs a result, is more like a big school.
4049
25
3945 giving the
11
"Uniformity:" H. E. Yarbro and
winner is a boy, 11 years There is an absence of many old
3940 the $5. The
4038
26
12
Miss Maggie Harrison.
poverty, which pre- teachers whcf have taken an active
of
who
told
old,
27
3944
3s94
13
"Time of Writing," Misses Nettie
best pitcher Of their team part in the work heretofore. Those
2954 vented the
28
3969
14
Perkins
and Mae Young.
boys,
other
trip with the
who have taken their places, howev3942 taking a
29
This completed the course In writand concluded with. the statement er, erhibit progress to a marked deing.
98,834,that if he had $5 he would buy a tickTotal
work
gree, and are carrying the
4072
Average for June, 1906
who
was
man,
Any
pitcher.
the
et for
through with great success and dis3953 ever a boy, would have to concede
Average for June, 1907
patch.
Personally appeared before me, that it would be a dire case, indeed,
This morning several visitors were
Paxton,
genthis July 1, 1907, E. J.
which would exceed the pressing ne- present, and speeches were heard
eral manager of The Sun, who af- cessity here represented.
from a few. Among those visiting tofirms that the above statement of the
day were Hon John Moore, La Cencriculation of The Sun for the month
IS BEING STUDIED AT CLOSE
It's nip and tuck between the price
former representative from Balter,
is true to the best of of wheat and the mercury.
af June, 1907,
,
RANGE BY CIONGRESS.
former superintendent
also
lard,
and
his know leesge and belief.
schools there; Mrs. Addle
county
of
PETER PURYEAR,
Japan has one advantege over Burrough, Lamont; Miss Virgie HudNotary Public.
America in the handling of her de- son, adelber; Prof. A. M. Rouse., city:
Committee Divides in Europe and
My conjmission expirts January pendencies. She is not bothered with
Mrs. Iona Walker, city; Mrs. Muscoe
Covers Whole Territory in Giv22, 1908.
sterted the engine, and the two be- are at least fifteen vessels scheduled
litmus FIGHT WITH AUTOS;
any conscientious scruples, and is Burnett, city: Mrs. H. C. Overbey,
en Space of Time.
gan bucking each other.
MACHINES BROKEN IN
for inspectien, the list including two
frankly exploiting Korea for her own city; J. P. McQueen, C. C. Morrie
The chauffeur played for an open- American-Hawaiian liners and some
advantage.
Daily Thought.
and L. W. Feezor, city.
Columbus, Ind., July 24.—Mounte ing and Medlam tried a 'broadside. of the Pacific Mail company's steam"Our truest success Is shared
Morning Session.
ed
in automobiles, instead of on He came away with some of the oth- ers. Reliable authority states thatt
Before long the "Getman vote"
the world. We cannot. rise on the
Berlin, July 24.— The members
The third day morning session behorses,
and clad in linen dusters and er's paint, and both went to their this inspection is being carried on by
heads of our fellows to any real sue- will be a factor in McCracken county
gan at 8 o'clock with devotional ser- of the American immigratjon com- goggles instead of armor. George. corners. Medlam thought the old the government with a view of charpolitics.
cc vs..,
mission who, under the chairmanship
vices by Mr. W. A. M:ddleton. This
Medlam and E. E. Ra,ymer, employes style fighting too slow and jumped tering the steamers for government
Senator William P. Dillingham of
was followed by a recitation by Miss of
rival automoble firms, jousted in for the front of the other machine transports, should occasion require it
of
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Trigg Nettie Perkins, who in turn was fol- Vermont, came to Europe to make a the streets of Columbus today. The landing beside Raymer. He drove a
Now, here's a fellow :n
thorough
investigation
of
emigration
For Governor—Augustus E. Will- count), who said he joined tile to- lowed by Miss Dora Draffin in an exright to Raymer's eye, cutting
a
WINN IS ENGAGED.
conditions, are reuniting here pre- results were two badly battered cars
bacco association to keep from being cellent piano selection.
son, of Lorisville.
gash in his cheek. The police then
Raymer.
a
black
eye
to
and
paratory to going down to Hamburg.
talking
too
got
shot
for
abused,
and
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
The challenge was passed when appeared and stoepeci.histilitieS.
Hon. John Moore, of lea Center, re- They separated shortly after their arWestern Racing Man Engaged
to
much. We see more justification for
Cox. of Mason county.
sponded to an invitation to speak. He rival in Italy in order to cover the Median], drove close by hie rival's
Engineer Empire City Meet,
For
Attorney
General—James the assault in hs ease,than in most spoke a short time entertainingly on
Transports Sought by U. S.
various countries in their territory machine, and Raymer called to him
• of the others. Our observation has schools and education in general.
Breathitt, of Christian county.
to be careful. This angered Medlam,
Tacoma, Wash., July 24.—The
New York, July 24.—The 'Empire
with the :east loss of time.
a
dispossesses
been,
that
if
a
man
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
thoroughwho backed his auto 'tato the other steamship Tremont has just- been' in- club announce that it has secured
discussed
Mr.
E.
B.
Jett
New
Repesentative
Bennett,
of
creet tongue and applies himself asMercer county.
:y "School Management, and the York, arrived here yesterday from car and scratched the paint. Ray- spected In behalf of the United States the services of Matt J. Winn as manFor Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far- tecluously to his own business, he is Code .of Signals."
Syria and today Senator Latimer of met sprang into his machine and government. It is said that there ager of the meeting. Winn is a
community.
Of
pretty
safe
in
any
ley, of McCracken county.
Representative
tailor by trade a creation of Edward
"Care of Blackboards and Desks" South Carolina and
provowhat
know
not
muse,
we
do
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
Corrigan. president of the American
cation there is for these outrages In was a subject ably handled by Prof. Howell, of New Jersey, came in from
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
Turf association, and
J. W. -Hughes, former superintend- Russia and Representative Burnette
manager of
For Superintendent of Public In- Trigg county. Sympathy naturally
Churchill Downs track at Louisville
ent of McCracken county. Prof. of Alabama, arrived from Eastern
most
aggrieve4
centers
the
around
structiba—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
and
and manager of both courses at New
party, especially when the attack Is Hughes is still teaching, and his at- Prussia. Senator Dillingham
county.
tention
to buildings, desks, and William R. Wheeler, of Oakland, are
Orleans_
For Commissioner of Agriculture cowardly, as are all these night ridschool property have been teh envy expected to arrive in a few days from
the
provocaPerhaps,
escapades.
ing
as-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
St. Petersburg. The commission has
the reports and of others for years,
YOII DON'T HAVE TO WA IT
For Clerk of Court of Appeals— tion is minimized In
gathered first hand, impressions of
but even, at
the
outrages
magnified;
Every dose makes you leelbetter. Lax.F,,,,
"Inspection of School Houses" was neariy
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
every phase of the emigration
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the'
it is not a sense of loyalty to discussed by Superintendent S. J.
For Legislature—George CI. Mc- that,
MO1ey-back plact everywnere. Price 50 cents,
the organization that prompts such Billington. Superintendent Billing- question in Southern.. Southeastern
Broom.
conduct. It is brute instinct; and we ton has just built seven new schools anti Northeastero Europe, and it
Mayor
James P. Smith
situaSOLDIER IS KILLED.
yet have hopes that identification of for the county, and looked after the now proposes to look into the
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
tion
in
Western
Europe.
riders
will
night
the
one or more of
others.
Since
he
repairs
of
many
took
City Treasurer
John J. Dorian
It was the custom of Senator LatAnd Three Injured in Explosion of
be made possible ere long through charge the echoo:s have shown a
City Clerk
George Lehnhard
imer, .in his investigation to go into
Gunpowder at Fort Terry.
of the coroner's Office.
the
records
marked betterment in appearance the country districts with an interCity Jailer
George Andrecht
0
and conditioli
City Tax Assessor ..Harlan Griffith
preter and talk with farmers and
New London. July 24.—Private
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry
R.
Calloway
Prof. S. G. Boyd, of Dixon, who farm laborers, questioning them as
Lynn, of
Hon Con
Hammond, of the Piabth company of
Hank, G. M. Oehlsehlaeger, Jr., C. county, says he will be re-elected to has been prominent in education in to how much they earn and gatherI'. al. artillery, was killed by an exH. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
the state senate in spite of the fancied Georgia, spoke at length on schools ing information regarding the deplosion of a bag of powder in the six
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E. opposition, says the Mayfield
with
compared
those
Kentucky
as
live
Mes- in
gree of comfort in which the
inch battery at Fort Terry, Plum IsYoung; Third ward, C. L. Van Me- senger. He voted against the "coun- In 'Georgia, He stated that Kentucky and the ways in which they work. land, New York, today. Three memter: Fourth ward F. S. Johnston; ty unit" bil a
While Senator and Miss Latimer,
he last session of
bers of Company K, Third regiment
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May- the legislature an
I3urnette,son
Phillip
Mire. Ho`well and
r this he is
of C.onnerticut National Guards, were
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
were
Burnette,
of Representative
threatened to be defeated. There is
injured. The accident happened dur
School Trustees— First ward, W. If.
walking past a cafe on Unter Den
a rumor that Capt. Stone may enter
ing a sham attack on the forts.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
inman
a
eveding
yesterday
Linden
the race against Mr. Lynn. If he
'I,;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and.
side shot a woman. Young Mr. Burdoes there will be lively times in
J. H. Garrison; Fourth
ward,
tite
seized
nette at once ran Inside,
that senatorial district.
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelmurderer, and with the nem of othFifth
Walker;
ly;
ward, I. 0.
ers, detained him until the arrival of
It is difficult to understand by
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
DON'T FORGET
the police.
weat authority the police judge :is
Morris.
compelled to remand cases against
GEO. ilifiCK SHOE 00.
1-FX1PRIAN HELD FOR $36,000
THE INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH. juveniles to the county court for trial.
SISTER.
INSANE
THEFT
FROM
The institutional church has been It is true, the juvenile court statute
Peoria, Ill.. July 24.—Frank K
THURSDAY
the practical thought in several provides, that prisoners of a certain
Whiting, a member of one of the oldago,
shall
tried
in
the
juvenile
be
sermons preached recently by the
today
arrested
est families here, was
2 TO 0 P. M.
Rev. W. T. Bolling, and this sugges- court, but the county court is trot a
in Los Angeles, Cal., on the charge
tion of a Christian worker of the juveetie court, and the fact that the
from
$.36.4100
Inisapproproating
Of
years and experience of Dr. Bolling county judge is the judge of the juvthe estate of his insane sister, Mrs
may well be applied to the charge enile court, when there Is one, does
• Ella Farnham, of which he had been
not
any
over
constitute
tribunal
that the chutch of today Is not fulCHARLES KLEIN'S GREAT PLAY
• acting RS conservator. The charge
filling its functions. In other words, which he presides a juvenile court.
of larceny was preferred against him
fact
nor
The
county
court
neither
in
Which Had a Run of Over Two Years
HOT WEATHER
that it is "not keeping up with the
SUGGESTIONS.
by the Fidelity and DepOsit company
Every chance acquaintance, these
timee:" not meeting the- demands of spirit conforms to the requirements
I'
Whiting was
A of
Baltimore.
Md.
for
This
is
not
•
a
juvenile
court.
hot days, can tell you What to do
modern requirements. There at nothto
w'forced to resign the conservatorehiP
keep well and cool, but the safest
ing disrespectful In this charge. The meant as criticism of the procedure
ad
a
month
Lightfoot
in
cases
ago.
adopted
by
Judge
vise
is
keep
church organization, even the most
close to Nature.
,
There is much in those two
beA. -H. Thompson
Deputy Sheriff
Nature says don't drink
conservative, has changed, materially of juvenile offenders presented
very
words When you consider the
requisition
are
but
every
week
there
with
him,
left
,
for
fore
Loa
Angeles
much ice water—use the
several times; daring the centuries.
tempered
great reductions in the prices
papers from Gov. Deneen. A meswater.
The principal fault laid against cities, in which juvenile delinquents
high
the
character
of
and
our
sage from Los Angeles says that
, Don't cat heating diehes,
the church is, that it has lost Its are henianded from the city court to
warm
Clothing.
Whiting will resist requisition, bet
meats, and
hold on social life. That is a **marina the 'lupin!)e court," when there is
heavy vegetables, but
in
will
court
thing
as
a
juvenile
tliey
no
such
certain
the
local officers are
confine yourselves to light
thought. The social life of the world
Better values than you got
vegeta
be able to bring him back.
bles and fruits, and cold meats,
is our life at play. It is during aortal McCracken county.
NOVELIZED BY
elsewhere for the money at
.•
Nature,
hours the character of our pleasures
also says, and its injuncthey
are
cut prices
still
tion is In strong terms, to keep
Dr. Coates Leeds Climber.,
Some Cambridge savant has phoIs determined. When the church !mgreater.
the
24.—Memon Mars. Wonayatem in good condition, the liver,
Ashford, Wash., July
ew Its hold on owe social pastimes, we tographed the cane
bowels, stomach, kidneys and skin
berg of the university party made the
have only the material considera- der If they were built by contract er
One-Fourth off on all
as
every one contributes to health or
first ascent of the seasoli to the sumtions of commercial life to restrain under direction of the wet departpiece suits.
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Ill
Dr.
headed
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health,
us from the natural inclination of ment.
mit of Mount Rainier,
—
0
One-Fourth
off
on
eh 11 the human heart to excesses. This is
Henry R. Cowles, of the University
le Nature's treatment.
A Startlingly Realistic Story of American Life of the Present andOsteopathy
drenat suits,
the nmst rational for all disease,
the view of those churchmen. who
There were 'several
"The eblaf of police in Paducah."
of Chicago.
elorese alarm at the condition as says the Maylleld
New Yorkers included in the party Time—Throbbing with the Most Important Problems of the especially the ailments incident to
Messenger, "has
One-Fourth off on knee
hot weather,.
they see it.
Some of the members were bruised
1
failed to put the lid on good and tightl
Ants,
Day—Leading Character the Richest Man- in the World —Un- and run-down Those weak, tired out
with falling rock fragments. The
Unquestionably. in this country. es- so far. It Was talked on the streets In
conditions; dull headscrupulous Methods of the Money Power Exposed—Daring aches: diaturbed bowel conditione,
weather was ideal.
pecially. the hplrit of individualism that city Saturday that the lid would
and torpid liver yield quickly to
has begotten a consideration for the be put on good and strong Sunday.
its
Attempt to Blacken the Reputation and Ruin the Life of an apt))teat
ion.
weddi-g
for
orders
Individual. that demands more at- But whisky and beer were sold at
your
Place
—
But, let me tell you any
Is Upright Judge, Threatening the Very Foundation of Our Potention to his bedily welfare. We are come places all day Sunday. The
invitations at home. The Sun
time, of
peeple you know well, who
like for Mayor
sbnwtne as greet an assortment as
self-reliant In this age. We are me- Messenger would
will
litical
Structure.
prices
cheerfelly
good
at
tell
and
you what Osteopathy
is Yeller to put the lid on
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terialists. but oar
materialism
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thine -and 18 doing for them. That
dominated by a spirit of charity close strong for one Sunday before, his
ellEMMILIWIMMIZANNIsme matt lower than you will have to
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pay elsewhere.
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time Dr Wilson has returned from Dawson Springs, and will deliver an address at the prayer meeting at the
First Baptist church this evening.
Mrs. John M. Lewis, „of Corinth,
Miss., is vfsiting her sister, Mrs. Dur11`1`
ward Rudolph, 1231 South Sixth
street.
Boating Party.
In Bankruptcy.
Miss Ruth Thompson, of IndiaA boating party was given in a
John Ballenger, of Marshall cowl
gasoline launch last evening in honor napolis, has returned home after a ty, was ordered to amend his origiHenry nal bankrupt petition to include 12,1
of Miss Lena Liler, of Beebe, Ark.. visit to the family of Ool
who is visiting Miss Vera Smyth, of Thompson, 312 South Sixth street. acres of land, valued at $1,004)
530 floath Fifth street. The party ,;Miss Cinra Thompson accompanied which he omitted from his petition
went to Metropolis and retarn,ed at her as far as Louisville, where Miss and which was biter discovered to he
ter spending a most enjoyable time Thompson will visit.
his property.
'Mrs. John Owen and children, of
on the water. In the crowd were:
Misses Lena Liles, Vera Smyth, Ver- Fulton, are visiting the Rev. and Mrs
Deeds Filed.
us St. John, Ruby Mayer and Edna T. J. Owen, of Harrison street.
W. M. Mitchell to Casper Jones,
'Capt. William Stone has returned property on the Benton road, $1 and
Rooks;
Messrs,, tHarland
Mason
George Shepherd, Chris Steger, Will to Kuttawa after a short visit here. other considerations.
Mrs. F. N. Burger, 1512 South
Sears and John Shepherd, and Mr
Theresa Schwab, et al., to T. H
street, who has been ill for sev- Bridges, property in Fountain park
Fifth
and
Mrs.
E.
Mason
chaperoned
the
The greatest opportunity you have ever had
eral weeks, is improving rapidly.
crowd.
addition, $600.
to buy seasonable goods.
Mater Leslie Eubanks, son of Dr.
W. D. Greer, et al., to T. H.
and Mrs. W. C. Eubanks, is rapidly Bridges, property on
Dance Tonight.
Ellis street
t
om.
Come down and avail yourself of the ecoThe members of the younger socie- improving from the operation for valuable considerations,
ty set will give a dance at Wallace appendicitis. It is thought he will
ncmical values.
be able to be removed home next
park tonight.
Police Court,
wek.
Jay Austin, for being 'drunk and
Miss Nell Hendrick, of Broadway, disorderly on Broadway last night,
Luther League.
Miss Katie Beyer will entertain who is ill with fever is improved to- was fined $25 and costs in police
•
court this morning.
das.
e
CHICAGOAN FOUND MURDERED. the Luther League Thursday- afterElvin Jeffries. charged with disMr. W. J. Childress, 427 South
noon at her home on South Third
Second street, has recovered , from orderly conduct, warrant flied away.
Adam Con-os Supposed to %aye Been street.
Other cases: R. B. Barnes, drunkhis recent illness.
Killed for His Money.
Mrs. se W. Wright, 409 South enness, $1 and costs; Mollie Harmon,
Picnic Supper.
Mrs. Hugh L. L. Edwards enter- Fourth street, left today for Beech- colored., breach of peace, continued:
Gaylord, Mich., July 24.-The
several weeks' visit 'Fin Hamilton and Frank Trembler,
holy of Adam Corros, about 26 years tained with a picnic supper at Wal- wood, Ina., for a
breach of peace, continued; George.
old, who came from. Chicago, about lace park last evening in honor of to relatives and friends.
4--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
De JO Hughes, the attorney, alias Fatty, Brown, colored, breach of
Mr.
--Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464: two weeks ago with a party of men her visitor, Miss Mary Swift, of Palpeace, continued.
to take the place of some striking myra, Tenn. A. delightful time was went to Murray this morning on pro.office 175.
a enjoyed by thoose present, who were: fessional business.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% Itanbermen, was found today in
In Bankruptcy.
Mr. Fred Runge, the well known
lonely spot near Boyne falls, a:ong Mr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Edwards, Mr.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Referee in Bankruptcy E. W. Bagmachinist,
Central
went
Illinois
to
the
right
Rapof way of the Grand
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozand Mrs. W. H. Edwards, Mrs. James
by this morning Issued an order dien at Brunsonae 529 Broadway.
ids and Indiana ranraad. He had Lessens, Mrs. Jesse Allen, Mies Vin- Dawson this morning for his health.
recting Cecil Reed, trustee for the
-We give you'better carriage and been murdered. The body was lying nie Edwards, Miss Rosa Leagens and He has been ill several weeks of
stomach trouble. His wife will go up creditors of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
better service for the money than in a small poor of stagnant water, Master Hugh L. Edwards.
company, to turn over to A. E.
in about one week.
face
lanceted
down. The ground
Is given by any transfer company in
the
Boyd, trustee in
E. Rehkopf
Mr.
B.
Murray
went
to
Princeton,
Airearica. Fine carriages for slpecial there had been a fierce
Miss Pauline Hinton is quite ill of
case, 9470 collected for rents on the
Ky., this morning on business.
occasions on short notice: also ele- clothing was badly torn and his pock- appendicitis.
Mrs. James Alvey and clrildren, of Second street storage warehouses.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co ets turned Inside out.
Miss Lela Holtis,- 1610 Oa3• 111treeti
Morganfield,
are Visiting Dr. and Referee Bagby decided that the monparhis
Saturday
of
some
-Palmer House is now conducted
morning
has returned from a visit to friends'
individual esBen
Vire,
208 Clements street. ey should go into the
Boyne
Mrs.
on both American
and
European ty left the lumber camp for
in toe
tate, a point which had been in dis3.
Mr, and Mrs. E. P. LeMaster, nee
plans. We shall be pleased to ate Falls to return to their homes, being
pute severftl weeks.
Mrs. H.
348 South ThirIncorporated.,
Miss Lizzie Sexton, will leave today
commodate our local patronage in our dissatisfied with the conditions there.
teenth street, returned today after a
that
village
visit,
whence
arrived
alb
for
Dover.
Tenn.,
on
a
they
When
cafe and restaurant the same as in
Is
Missing.
visit to her parents, .Mr. and Mrs. H.
Certificate
they go to Antlers, I. T., to reside.
the past with good service and the Seale of them imbibed quite freely,
L. Jones, of elayfteld.
A certificate of deposit for $3,504)
and, it is suppose:, spent all their
Mrs. Mamie C. Mealannoh has rebeet the market affords.
Miss Dora Johnson, of Sharp, was
to J. H. Borders is lost, and is causBARBER SHOP FOR RENTturned from a visit to St Joseph.
---,--Ktelaks from $1 to 925. Some. money. Corroa, who appears to have in the
ing no end of confusion in county
eity today, en route home from
kept
his.
dispositioh,
Apply to Jake Biederman. Seventh
quiet
been
of
a
Robertson
will
leave toMrs. Lee
thing new in the line and all necescourt. This afternoon an order was
Mayfield.
street. Possession given at once.
night for Cairo and Charleston. Mo.,
sary supplies that make kodaking and it is supposed that when his commade by County Judge R. T. LightMiss Lena Bridges returned to her
panions ran short they sought means
rra-GENTS wanted: ladies or gentle..
On a visit.
-pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
foe the last effort. to learn
borne in Maven, Ga., today ater a
the
men. Big moneymaker. Call or adMr. Charles Bell is ill at his home
-Farley & Fisher, veterivarlans, of obtaining more. Sheriff McWain Is visit to Mr.
whereabouts of the certificate. Until
and Mrs. T. H. Bridges,
and
will
round
them
locate
trying
to
dress W. E. Warford, an once, 1601)
on the Mayfield road.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
the certificate is produced, the money
of Fountain avenue.
up the whole gang.
Tennessee.
Mr. Stewart Sinnott returned tophone 351.
shall remain intact, says the bank.
Mr. J. W. Worrell left today for
There seems to have been trouble
M1TCHELLS for high-grade bicyday from Chicago.
-Have The Sun malled r to yon or
MEN-Our illustrated catalogue
one
month
J.
H.
Borders
was
about
Marion
on
a
business trip.
'
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
Hon. Charles K. Wheeler went to
any of your f -iends going away for brewing for some time, and this may
explains
how we teach barber trade
The Rev. and Mrs. Calvin
M Murray this morning on professional ago adjudged of unsound mind and
road
the summer. The address will be he the climax of the strike, at; a
SHORT Orders a specialty: Page's Ii few weks. mailed free. Moler Bar.
taken
to
Hopkinsville
from
McCrackThompson
and
family
left
today
for
and
shot
was
railroad
the
business.
changed as often as desired, and the boss on
restaurant.
her College, St. Louis, Mo.
en county. He lived in (the Oaks
badly wounded last week by some of Indianapolis to visit for several
rate-is only 25c a month.
ring
stovewood
FOR
heating
and
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
neighborhood and stated the day beweeks. From there they wiU go to
the strikers.
Lindsay Napier.
-City subscribers to the
Daily
how we teach hairdressing, manicurfore tried that he had this money 437 Ir. Levin.
Newark, Q., where they will remain
Lindsay Napier, 45 years old, of
Sun who wish the delivery of their
neatly ing facial massage, etc., in few weeks
CLEANING and pressing
deposited in a bank in Laurel coununtil September. Miss Clara Belle
River Report.
Rockport. died at the Illinois Cenpapers stopped must notify our colmailed free.
Moier College, St
ty but lost the certificate of deposit done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
rise
Thompson „will visit in, Louisville
.30.5 0.5
Cairo
morning
at
4:30
lectors or make the requests direct
tral hospital this
Louis Mo.
F. G. Rudolph wgs appointed corn3.8 0.4 fail and Newport and then go to Newark
....
order
line
.
in
the
short
Chattanooga
ANYTHING
to The Sun offle,.. No attention will
o'clock, the result of an operation
k's
init‘ee, and has been trying to col- at Page's restaurant.
'Mrs. C. E. Chambers, Ninth street
-......27.5, 0.2 fall
FOR SALE-A first class grocery
be paid to such orders when given Cincinnati
was
performed last week. Napier
lect the money without success. This
15.5 0.7 rise and Broadway, went to Eddyville towell
located
and
nicely
.
Evansville
FUR EARLY breakfast wood", Old store,
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
employed in bridge construction and
afternoon Judge R. T. Lightfoot is- phone 2361.
2.5 0.2 fall day to visit. •
selling.wishing
stocked.
Reason
for
Florence
.
N
or the best and cheapest livery
team contracting at his home. Last
sued an order on Amanda Borders
5.1 0.4 fall
to go in other business.
Address
Prof. S. G. Boyd -passed through
)
1 rigs, ring 104), either phone. Cope- Jobnsonville
'week while lifting timbers he inWOOD, old phone
FOR DRY
the wife, mind Porter Borders, the
...... 9 8 0.1 rise tbe city today front Lowete on his
R, care Sun.
Louisville
himself internally. Although
2361.
jured
41 land's stable, 419 Jefferson street. Mt. Carmel
9.7 1.4 fall way to Dixon, where he assumes
son, to produce the certificate. They
THE ALMIGHTY DiaLLAR
will
-The Modern Woodmen will give
not an employe of the railroad, , he
WANTED-Boarders. ApPly 1032
• 7.9 0.2 fall charge of the High school as princideny having it.
buy four homes, two two-horse wagan ice cream supper Thursday even- Nashville
admission
to
the
hospital
secured
Broadway.
...... 4.4 1.1 rise pal. Prof. Boyd lied charge of the
Pittsburg
•
ons and double harness, euggY and
ing at Tenth and Ohio. Everybody inwhere the best of treatment could be
WANTEDD-A.cook for family of harness, both single and double, Call
27.7 0.7 rise High school in Dawson, Ga., and he
TOURISTS' AUTOS
St. Louis
vited.
rallied
after
the
opersecured.
He
Vireo. om phone 1484,- ring 2.
14.8 0.3 rise Is a popular young educatoor.
Mt. Vernon
at 1739 Harrison 8treet. Old phone
_ _
ation, but two days ago began to sink Arrive at
17.3 0.3 rise
Paducah
Philadelphia-More Than --TOR -RENT-Apartment in
603 1753.
Miss Ora Leigh -has removed from
Feeling that his case was hopeless
Rain in the'County.
Fifty Glidden Contestants.
1438 Broadway to 713 Kentucky aveNoith Sixth street. Geo. Rawleigh
FOR SALE-A boarding tiouse.
his wife was summoned and was at
Sections of McCracken county re• Now Believes Barrel Joke.
Philadelphia, Icily 24.--More than
nue, with Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Ross.
-WANTED-Six girls, at once. EX: with fifteen rooms, water, bath and
Napier
leaved
a
wife
his deathbed.
-Charles
24.
July
Mo.,
fifty
automobilists participating in perlenced preferred. Star Laundry.
St. Louis,
Miss Dorothy Miller, of the city,
ceived a good rain yesterday aftergas; household goods, bedding and
peesident of the and Miss Marjorie Polk, of the and five children. The body will be the Glidden tour from Cleveland to
noon about 5 o'clock, and other sec- L. Newcomb, vice
everything complete. Good locatten.
aged
white
woWANTED-Middle
tomorrow
mornhis
home
taken
to
New York, reached here from BaltiNew comb Brothers Wall Paper com- Mayfield road, have returned home
tions were remembered with only a
man to keep house for small family Fifteen boarders to start with. Acpany, knows how It feels to be abroad after a visit to Dr. and Mrs. R. C. ing foi burial.
Attire this afternoon. The contestdress F'. M., 3227 Division street, Evphone 144'0.
sprinkle aod a little wind. Ragland
Men,
emeruber
of
Old
was
the
Red
He
trousers.
any
without
land
in the
Gore, of Lone Oak,
ants and offielals were given a recepansville. Ind.
had a heavy rain, and today the Mr. S'ewcomb's trousers were purbe
conducted
and
the
funeral
will
room
house
FOR
RENT-Four
Mrs. Deke Williams. Sixteenth and
tion last night.
crops look refreshed.' A good rain loined today while he was swimming,
Sixteenth and Clay streets, Hank
Harrison streets, es the guest of her by the lodge at Rockport. '
fell at Little Cypress and for 15 min- and he went home in a barrel.
Bros.
mother, Mrte E. Futrell. of Lone Oak.
Proposed Meeting of the C. K. 47.
utes hail fell in large lumps. Little
The _Barbers' Injunction.
Busiaess along the route was susProf. and Mrs. William Johnson
FOR RENT-- Third
floor over
Owing to the extreme heat, we
damage was done to tobacco by the pended
Mr. Welter' Frakes, meinber of the think it would
while Mr. Newcomb was are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. George
IXiN'T FORGET
be advisable to post- Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
hail. Maxon Mills is still dry, as homeward bound. The distanceille frernson, of near Ragland.
board.of
barber
examiners,
left
state
pone the meeting on the 29th inst. St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office,
the sprinkle yesterday afternoon did traversed was half a mile.
Mr. Terry Thompson has returned today for Bowling Green and Hendee- indefinitely, or until coejer weather.
GEO.
SHOE CO.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
not settle the "dust. It has been
the So we therewith
son to examine the barbers in
Later he found the trousers nailed from Atlanta, Ga.
notify, the members and hot tamales, call at 111%
plathree
weeks
since
any
rain
of
value
Sale"
received
a
letter
cities.
Today
he
"For
4
that there wit be no meeting until
up near the pool with
Mrs. W. W. Fitzpatrick and Miss
South Third :street.
has fallen and crops are burning up carded on them.
THURSDAY
Fay Fitzpatrick, of Paris. Texas, re- from another member of the board furthernotice in this paper.
FOit-SA LE---Three- well furnished
under the hot rays of the sun. Farmof
action
the
Lexingexplaining
the
to
A. R. GROUSE, Presl.
turned home tooday after a visit
rooms of furniture. Apple .621 South
ers are disouraged. Kevil reports a Call Extended to Lexington Ministef,
HARRY L. COLLINS, Sec.
2 TO 0 P. M.
Mrs. Fitzpatrickat mother, Mrs. W. ton barbers. Their attempt to avoid
Twelfth, New phone 998.
nice sprinkle that cooled the air and
paying the license wont against them
flopkinsville, Ky., July 24.- The W. Powell, of Broadway.
street
made a cool night for sleeping, and congregation of the Ninth
FOR SALE-Iron fence, good Con--James Bunch, of Hickman, KY,.
Hill in the lower court and they have apThe Rev. and Mrs. Gordon
a light wind with no damage. Farm- Presbyterian c'hurch met at the close
have gone to Evansville afte ra short pealed to the court of appeals which was brought to Paducah last night dition. Apply 1207 Jefferson street.
ers at Melber had a good rain, and of the service Sunday night and enand' placed in the county jail by Dep- Phone 1762.
visit to Mr. and Mrs. A, L. Lassiter, will give its decision July 29.
crops are showing the result today. tered Into the election of a pastor by
uty U. S. Marshal Wade Brown. He
FOR RENT-Two or three rooms,
16411 Madison street. The Rev. and
0100,000 FOR DAY.
With the rain at Sharp a light hail ballot. Rev. C. H. H. Branch, pastor
is charged with selling liquor with- furnished or unfurnished. Apply 417
(lets 150 Days In Jail.
are on their way to the
Hill
Mrs.
fell but no damage Is reported more of the Maxwell, street Presbyterian
colored,
was
out
Robertson,
a
"Duff"
license.
North Fourth.t
Mrs. Sage Makes Donation to Val.
north to spend their vacation.
'than the bloweteg down of corn.
costs in two casts and
church, of Lexington. was unaniversify of Syracuse..
Mr. A. L. Lassiter, 16+01 Madison fined $50 and
LOST
-At
and
-ballot
park
first
gold
the
cuff-button
Mously elected on
has recovered from his recent $za and costs In another yesterday
street,
with
C.
K.
engraved.
Return
to
this
ordered
the elders and deacons were
afternoon. by Magistrate Emery. Ile
attack of malaria.
office and receive reward.
Syracuso, N. Y., July 24.-Mrs
to prepare and sign a call to he subwas fined for carrying concealed a
of
Swift,
Mary
Miss
Palmyra.
Russell Sage has sent her check for
HAVE
YOUR
developing
'and
finmitted to the Presbytery as soon as
Tenn., is visiting Mrs. [legit L. Ed- deadly weapon, for firing a pistol in
ishing done by an expert at 111 1-2 $100,000 to Chaneeltor J. R. Day as
Mr. Branch should signify his willthe city limits. and for flourishing a
wards, 417 Washington street.
a gift to the teachers' college of Sy.
South Third street.
ingness to accept the call.
als
assessed
yesterday
fives
pistol,
The
Mrs. F. Hogwood and family and
racuse university. This college meuFOR
RENT---One
nicely furnished
Mrs. 1, B. Coombs ana family have Will keep Robertson le jail 159 days
pies four acres of land and a large
room, modern conveniences, 722
gone to Mammoth Cave for a month's unless he pays out, which seems uncastle of Norman style of architecKentucky avenue.
likely.
•
stay.
ture adjoining the campns.
which
_
FOR
RENT--Four-ronm
house, was the honte of Mrs. Sage ia, her
went to
Mrs. George Flournoy
"Little Mothers" Made Hitppy.
Sixth and Boyd. Apply 514, North childhood. She has expressed a deNashville this morning.
And their friends will take
New York, July 24. ---Frank TitFifth.
sire for this reason, and her great
Mr. L. V. Rutter, of CarrevIlle, Is
notice that UNFAIR gusIc
ford, of the well known firm of Park
resided
will
locate.
He
FOR SAL
in
the
city
and
-Stake wagon and Interest in the property, that it shall
Woodman
the
for
is engaged
celeunique
way
to
spring wagon very cheap. Old tele- be the permanent home of the teachhere several years, but one year and & TrIfeird, took a
Circle dance at Wallace Park
brate his birthday. Ile invited 760
ers' college, and that women shall alphone 433.
half ago removed back home.
Thursday night.
girls
who
ways he admitted to its privileges.
The Rev, Lloyd T. Wilson, of Lou- "little mothers." poor
WANTED-Boarding
horses.
Also
LOCAL 348-A. F. M.
Is Mahe city the guest of Mr. bear wine of the burdens of their
box stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215
Basilica for Body of Leo XIII.
lzeh-rt Eley. of' North Eighth street. familfeaTto take a trip to Cooney Is
South Third street,
_
land, where they were introduced
Rome, July
24.-- The basilica,
One fifthOff on any of
--v
-VASTI•ED-to
bey
feather
1)
-041
to the wonders of the resort at Mr
built from *signet made by Sig., Taand, feather pillows.
We're wiping out the
Address 433
OUR RECTOR RECEIVES A DONATION.
our Hammocks. AlTilford's expense, The celebratioon
donne the sculptor, to 'hold the reClark. Old phone 317.
was a pleasing stICePss both too Mr.
mains of Pope Leo X111., formally
profits.
though we have had a
WAN ED-Room and board in was turned over to Cardinal Sato111
Tilford and his guests.
private family by a young lady. Ad- this morning by the archbishop of
splendid iiale on our line
The cold spring left us
dress box 257, city.
Cream Festival,
St, John Lateran
The ceremonies
lee.
of hammocks this season
with too much thin clothing. - MEN WANTED to work in saw were impressive. Eight cardinals, :tsAn ice cream festival will be given
mill and drive cattle three miles front eluding Merry Del Val Rampolla, and
and could afford.to carry
Thursday night, this' week, on the
We've no intention of carcity. Call at the office, -Fooks.Acree Mathieu, were present; Cardinal S4parsonage lawn, 423 South fifth
over all that will be left.
Lumber Co., 1009 Monroe street.
10111 delivered an address of thanks
street, by the Mite Society of the Evlying suits over from one
angelical church.
It is our policy to close
y -and style in har- in which he paid a glowing tribute te
FOR durtibiTit7
seasob to another, so we'll
ness, saddles and repair work, call the late pope.
out all season's goods,
-A. M. Milam, a colored laborer
cut the price now, and quick
at the Paducah Harness and Saddle
Thomas Bridges &
Danow Pleatb. For Verdict.
employed by
so while our line is still
buyers will be thankful for Co., 2,04 Kentucky avenue.
DarBoise, July 24.-- Attorney
Rotel. was overcome with heat this
- FOR SADE--A very depiratle- realunbroken we will give
row made an impassioned appeal for
afternoon. while digging excavations
the cold sprirg.
dence, 1237 Trimble street, Reason
the defense in the Haywood trial toyou a substantial saving
at Twelfth aud Ohio streets. He was
for sale owner going to leave town.
day, andateferred to Orchard in
home, 1027 Washrtigtot,
takep
his
to
Twenty-five
on
per
cent
ofT
Phone 003.
of 20 per cent. All our
scathing Mrma, calling hint a perjurstreet,
all three piece suits.
CLOTHES cleaned and
pressed. er and murderer. "William D. Hay- hammocks are dyed
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The wood is not a coward," . be said.
perfectly willing e
Most
men
are
with fast colors.
Tailor, 113,8o,uth Third street. Panne "don't y,eti he cowards. If Haywood_
g:ve you/ advice ten times to a rea
1016-a,
,
is guilty hang h'rn by the neek nntl
service fait
C1
wanted in death. If he is innocent release hint
SALEAMAN
your territory. Experience unnecesea-1 Don't for God's sake compromise. Be
It is funny to see a man trying to
"My feeride, your kindness has followed me terevehoet my sopurn in you,
ry $44 per week, Per.rlests Cigar Co., men and judge tithe.- ease purely nine:
when
he
Is
holding
•
appear
ease
at
319 Broadway
elitist, but never till now has it overtaken me!"
Toledo, 0.
evidence."
$eine one's baby.

uclic,91tillip go.
sinnuat
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Ninety-Seven Columbia Pas Where it Will Cross Ohio Riv:
sengers Not Accounted For
er is in Doubt

Story of Collision Graphically Re- Official Intercie•sed In St. bouts Tells
lated by One of Ship's Officers,
of Plans of C
patty as Far as
Who Escaped.

OPPICLILS
Summer tourist tickets *to Colorado, kizona and
s'Alifomia. Liberal limits. diverse routes and stop-overs.
sese-A Colorado 5•111*.•:•." -Titan ofCliostr• •

Physicians agree that Belvedere Becr
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.

MAKE

A

DENIAL. NEW

•
ORLEANS AND

CHICAGO.

The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form. •

San Francisco, July 24.—Sixteen
names were added today to the list
ot survivors 0f the Columbia San Pe
dro collisio . These sixteen wete in
the b9erihkh landed at Shelter
Cove
The boat also contained two
dead bodies
Mrs. 0. A. Lewis, of
Pasdena, Cal., and an unidentified
man, presumably a sailor
The survivors now total 160 out of a reported total of 257 on board. Three
bodies have been recovered. Ninetyseven are still
uhaccounted
far.
These added to the list of survivors
today Included B. B. Kriever, of
lercecot, Iowa: Jacob Pure, of Coldwater, Kan.;
Mrs.
Kinkeiblock
Dunn.. Poplar Bluff. Mo.; Miss Ruby
Cooper, Fayette, Mo.

The MObile. Jackson & Kansas City
will be the shortest line from S,t
Ihe Colorado Flyer and California Limited—Santa Fe trains
Louis to Chicago to New Orleans and
re luxury and speed—afford a cool
Mobile, according to President L. S
Geq. C. Chambers, Gen. Att.,
trip over dustless tracks, protected
A. T. & S. F. Ky.,
Berg, who was interviewed in St.
by block signals.
au.) N. Seventh St., SL Louis
Fred Harvey moo* too.
Louis. He said that it will not only
be a shorter route than the Illinois
Central. but as finally constructed.
will be even shorter than as computThoughts on Liberty.
ed in the plans which were mentioned
We are all jult getting rid of our
Safety lies in the balance of powers shackles. Listen closely anywhere
several months ago.
People good enough for self-go
Mr. Berg stated that the Mobileeven among honest and intellectual
ernment have it.
Jackson is an independent line, ,not
people. and Sou can detect the rattle
The old world may be wrong, but of chains.
affiliated with any of the large sysit cannot be righted in a day.
tents,, and tbist the company is at
For the first time In the historesof
Indepeudence in men or in nations the uorld, it is the general feel g
liberty to make whatever extensions
is-an achievement, nut a bequest.
It may deem best. The intention
of mankind that freedom of thought
Humanity enjoys there freedom to- and speech is a good thing, and that
whieh the former _executive commitday than ever before since the world the Illatibes can safely be trusted with
tee had was to build to New Orleans
began.
•
from Laurel. Miss., and to Connect
It
Every government exists by the
Official Makes Denial.
ulth the Chicago & Eastern Illinois
No power is great enough to bind
consent of the governed, and people the mind—thought forever escapes
San
Francisco. July 24.—Vice at Joppa, Ill.
get about the kind of government Give ci%ii liberty to all, not by ap- Presideitt and General Manager R.
Connections,
they deserve.
proving all religions, but by permit- P. Schwerin, of the San Francisco
-We shall build an extension from
If some men had not questioned ting In patience what Providence al- and Portland Steamship company.
the justice of the law and defied the lows.--Elbert Hubbard in July Lip- asked today for an official statement our northern terminus, Middletown
Tenn.," bald Mr. Berg. "to the Ohio
law, there would be today no such pincott's Magazin .
regarding the
Columbia
disaster
river, but we have not yet reached a
thing as freedom.
said:
decision as to the ',referrable point
The law in America is for the pee
"I do not see that there is anyIt isn't any funnier to hear an
On the Ohio. There are several St.
ple, of the people, and by the people. engaged
thing
I
can
say
except to express proman making love-promises
Louis and Chicago connections which
and when this Is not the ease the ' than it
is to see a women bellev:ng found sorrow and deep sympathy with we might make at the Ohio river,
people are th.mselves to blame,
those
who
have
suffered.
The
steam'him.
or at Thebes on the Missisippi river
ship company Is not, owing to inter"It may be regarded as a certainty
rupted wire service with Eureka, in
that St. Louis will figure in our plans
possession of anything additional to
I am and always have been impressthat which has been secured by the
ed with the importance of St. Louis
newspapers. Formal inquiry-into the
as a traffic center. St. Louis is rap
disaster will be held by state officiate,
idly.becoming a greater factor in the
entrusted with such duties.
territory traversed by our road.
Mr. Schwerin denied the charge
- "Although I have not studied out
that the wreck in a large measure
parefully the problem of extensions.
was due to the habit of coastwese
DON'T FORGET
I am sure that the Mobile-Jackson
masters to "hugg the shore," in, orC
yr•
.....‘r, a.
can be made the shortest line from
der to save coal.
said:
Sprplus
and undivided profits
100,000.00
W. F. raxwa,
GEO. ROCK SHOE CO.
St. Louis and Chicago to the Gulf of
Z. Rudy,
P. Puryese
"Tlfat charge is absolutely false,
Stockholders liability
2.10,000.00
Mexico.
Very
Presiasat
little,
if
any,
considCaushi• •
Assistant Csadigo-.
and nothing betttsr illustrates its faleration will be given to the proposiTHURSDAY
sity than the fact that the Columbia
Total
tion concerning extensions until we
$500,000.00
was fourteen miles off shore. The
Total resources
finish improvements to the existing
extreme range
of
the lighthouse
2 TO fl P. M.
line.
DIRECTORS:
lamps is only 241.miles, and masters
"We have no terminals of our own
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; I. A.
must
be
within
that
range
to,
get
1•4
in Mobile, as ours are, at Frascati,
Sauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis P. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
bearings, especially in foggy weathabout two miles out, but we shall be
•
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
13811ital
able, I am assured, to get into Mo.. •.
I00,0o,
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wbolesale Dry Goals:
nne at any time on the tracks of the PAYMASTER POISONED BY
Surplus
••
)4(10
WIre_Interrupted.
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Trigs. Pad, Water Co.
COIN, HAS ARM CUT OFF.
Mobile & Ohio. This is a question
Stockholders liabiltty ..•
100.000
..
San Francisco, July 24.--eCommunGEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
wleich will come up later on.
ication with Eureka is still interruptT. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
Manila, July 24.—Major PaymasImprov
Pere
Total security to depositors
nts.
ed and no further details of the Co.
$250,000
ter Eugene Coffin has had his left
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
Accounts of individo •lik and firms solicited. We appreciate
tumble disaster have been received.
"Our roadbed and track are in
arm amputated, the result of infecgood condition from Mobile qorth.all as well as large depe.iter, and accord to all the Darns
tion from the handling of
money
eardly for a distance of about 163
tatarte.ous treatment.
Story of the Wreck.
paying troops. He was a veteran of
miles.
immediately
We
begin
Mall
San Francisco, July
24.—Three
the civil war and a member of the
officers of the Columbia who arrived to improve the roadbed and lay new old McKinley regiment.
Cleo. W. Kattorjohn
here today on the Pemona, made track up to Middleton, Tenn. This
Cleo. A. Gardner
Residence Phone 1221.
Residence Phone 1347-r-4.
statements under oath to Inspectors work will take about six months, and
Wise Counsel From the South
of Hulls and Boilers Boller) and Bul- then we shall determine on the prob"I want to give some valuable adOPEN 8A
EDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 T
S (WUXI&
lems regarding extensions.
ger.
vice to those who suffer with lame
"My object in coming to St. Louis back
Second Officer Richard Agerupp
and kidney trouble," says J. R.
said: "About 12:15 a. m. Sunday I was to contract for new equipment. Blankenship, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
We
have
ordered 1,040 new freight proved to an absolute
heard a whistle on the starboard
certainty that
ran itoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
bow, and reported to the captain, cars, ten new passenger coaches and tha
Electric Bitters willtt]
positively cure
Steps and Buttresses.
who said he had heard it. too. We. twenty new locomotives."
distressing condition. 'Ate firs
cement
Anything
in
construction
Mr.
was
Berg
whether
asked
the
we do it Estimates furnished.
keptthe whistle going as did the othbottle gave me great relief and after
er steamer. We were going full -Illinois Central is, as has been re- taking a few more bottles, I was comRouge, pletely cured; so completely
speed ahead, as shown by indicator ported, back of the Baton
that it
on the bridge. The captain ordered Hammond & Eastern. He said that becomes a pleasure to recommend
it
is nor
me to blow two blasts. While blowthis great remedy." Sold under guar"The Baton Rouge, Hammond & antee at all druggists. Price 510c,
ing the second blast the other meloner answered with one
est. The Eastern," he stated, "will be a concaptain then
ordered l,full speed fleeting road for many lines in the
"Well, Dick. elld you learn anyastern and soon after th steamers south and southwest. It will be a thing new at school today." "Yes,
serviceable connecting line for the mother: teacher says we must bile
collided.
"Captain Doran shouted to the oth- Mobile-Jackson, although it will not revery drop of water we drank cos
er steamer to stand by us. The first do as a New Orleans route for the there's cyclones in it, an' if we
swoller 'em
officer came on the bridge and the Mobile-Jackson."
kill us."
captain ordered him to
take the
The more a man -needs saving the
"To Keep Well
bridge and me to taffe off the head
covers and get the boats ready. By The whole year through," writes L. less likely he Is Us appreciate your
this time the ship listed to starboard. A. Bartlett, of Rural 'Route 1, Guil- envicg him.
The captain ordered me to get the ford, Me., I and my family use Dr'
after life rafts adrift. While doing King's New Life Pills. They have
this I heard a whistle blow, and saw proven most satisfactore to all of us."
the bridge was nearly under water. They tone the system and cure biliI saw there was no time to spare, so ousness, malaria anZi constipation
threw a life buoy overboard. jumped Guaranteed at all druggists, 25q,
over the stern. As I struck the water the Columbia disappeared. About
Getting *guar,.
thirty minutes later I was picked up
II No. 141- boat by ore of the quarter•
What, is more delightfully remasters.
freshing or more ,stiggrestIve of
(Aired Lung Trouble.
freshness than the true odor of
•
"It is now eleven years since 1 had
Some fragrant dower? Our stock
a narrow escape from consumption,"
of finc perfumes is a source of
writes C. 0. Floyd, a leading business man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had
real pleasure to any one who aprun down in weight to 135 pounds,
preciates the refinement which
and coughing was constant, both by
*Minty
perfumes indicate. The
day and by night. Finally I began
stock embraCes such fatuous
taking Dr. King's New Discovery, and
If you don't have a rainy day. Sickness, trouble—
continued this for about six months,
odors as
yon can't tell just what will happ(n.
when my might and lung trouble
were entirely gone and I was restored
If you haven't any money what are you going to
to my normal weight. 170 pounds."
dot
Thousands of persona are healed evYou won't miss a little out of each week's earnery year. Guaranteed at all drug
gists. 5-0c and '1.09. Trial bottle
ings. Figure out just bow much you can spare.
free.
Opel. an
oaf..Califte•la Sfrafaer Oselgs."

Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

GUY NANCE & SO
Undertakers and EfilbdilllerS
211-213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Ky.

American-German National Bank
apital
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CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
....

••,

•$

50•

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS

Th rd and Broadway

Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113-a.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

.1

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.

A Breath Fr m

Real Estate Agency.

A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the hest and we meet the
demands of the best people.

"YOU ARE LUCKY"

seronnt with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
rent. on deposits.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway

of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

the Woodland

PRIE,E REAL.ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

1

We are ready for all k1nd

•

Battle 'for Moroccan Throve.
Ms:Illts, Morocco, July 24. An engagement between forces of the sills
tan and of the pretender is in progress near here. Troops of the sultan
are attacking the forces of the pee
tender from the land aide, while the
gunboat ifidi el Turk la bombarding
them from the sea. The outcome still
Is undecided.

1loubigant's Ideal beky a l
Le Trelle
Roger & Galltt
Parma Wood Violet,

Itelteted this Driver (to polleemnni
yottr old woman cointl owe yer.nitwit
_

How to Cure Chilblain
freedom from chil"To enjoy
blains," writes John Kemp, East Otisfield, Me., "I apply Suckien's Arnica
Salve. Have also usAd it for salt
rheum with excellent results." Guar'
Common Renee is the (wilily that ;intend for fever perm:. indolent ultosches a man to have his sh;rts but(*ors. Pile., bqvut, wounds, frost bites
ton in front instead of in the back - and akin dialnittea! *do at all drugFlorida
elate

Times-Wm

SEE

WINDOW

SHOW

Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadvay
Either Phone No. 77.
Agent,for original Allegretal
Candle'

EAST TENNEWERLEPHOiNE CO.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Inoorpo,

House wiring, electric pints installed.
Complete machine shop.
132.124 N.Fourth at.

Phones 787

••••••"•••••••••••Ireif••••••••••••••••••,01,„
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A Square Seal
buy Dr. Pierce's
I. aseured you when y
family medicines-for all the ingredients entering into them are printed on
the bottle-wrappers and their formulas
Sr. attested under oath as being complete
and correct. You know just what you are
paying fur and that the ingredients are
gathered from Nature's laboratory, being
selected from the moet valuable native
medicinal roots found growing in our
while potent to cure
American force
har I
are per
to the most
delicate worn
Net a drop
,
oe to
••
;
•

•

•

•

tip

The KING

STEllet CLUE

Something Entirely New
in a

*DIAMONDS
:
. Mailing
By Louis Tracy,
•
Souvenir
Author of -Wings of the Morning," -The Pillar of ea.
•••
Light," Etc.
••••
••••
••
COPYRIGHT. 1904. fly EDWARD J. CLOD!.
•
••••••••••••••••• •'4,411W044.04

.cerlene.
s &gen eeomesses
In •
r Ic nWoiclual properties or its own,
being a most valuable antiseptic and andferment., nutritive and soothing demulcent.
(Continued From l'estenday.)
Glycerine plays an importrant part in
Tar. Pierce's tioltien Medical Discovery in
CHAPTER XXI.
the cure of indigeetion. dyspepsia and
HEN Philip's almost lifeless
weak stomach, attended by sour risings,
heart-burn, foul breath, coated tongue,
body was flung over the MUT
poor appetite, gnawing feeling in stomit rushed &Own through the
ach, biliousness and kindred derangeseamier air feet foremost.
ments of the stomach. liver and bowels.
-Besides curing all the above distressing Then in obedience to the law of gravailments the"Golden Medical Discovery
ity it WWI rotund until at the moment
ista speeific for all diseases of the mucous of impact
with the water the. head and
membranes, as catarrh, whether of the
nasal passages oirofohe stomach, bowels shoulders plunged first into the waves.
or pelvic organs. Even in its ulcerative
At that point the depth tit the sea
stages it will yield to this sovereign rem- was sixty feet at the very hose of the
edy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic.,
Catarrh of the Nasal passages. it is well,' rock. At each half tide and especially
while taking the "Golden Medical Dis- In stormy weatbes an irresistible curcovery'. for the necessary constitutional rent swept away all sand deposit nal
treatment, to cleanse the passages freely
two or three Crites a day with Dr. Sage's sheered off projecting =sees of stone
Catarrheatemedy. This thorough course so effectually that in the course of time
of treatikeut generally oures the worst the overhanging cliff must be undercases.
In coughs and hoarseness caused by bron- mined and fall into the sew
High tide or low, there was giways
chial, throat and lung affections, except consumption in its advanced stages, the "Golden sufficient water to fleet a battlesnip,
Medical Discovery" is a most efficient remedy. especially In those oirstinittv. hang-on nnd the place was noted as a favorite
coughs caused by irritation and congestion of
the bronchial mucous membranes. The"DM" nook for salmon, at that season precoven" is not so good for acute coughs aris- paring for their annual Visit to the
ing from sudden colds, nor must it. be ex- sylvan streams of the moorland Valpected to cure consumption in its advanced
stages-no medicine will do that-but for all leys.
the obstinate, chronic coughs, which. if negThe lordly salmon is peculiar In his
lected or badly treated. lead up to eonsump%to it is be hest medieine that can le• tives habits. Delighting at one period of the
year to roam throtigh the ocean wilds,
at
.another he seeks shallow rivers, in
French-Canadian Responds to Toast.
whose murmuring fords tuestearee finds
Opie Resole one of the greatest
room to turn his portly frame.
story tellers of the south, and WalAnd the law protects him most jean
lace Bruce .Amsbary, the French-Canadian poet, will be on the program
In the flier he I, guarded lase it king,
at the same time at the Jeffersonville and when be clusters at its
month.
and New Albaity Chautauqua in Au- lnaily making up his mind to try a
gust. This aill be a source of grati- change of water, as a monarch might
fication to both, since they are the sling Homburg for a change of air, he
strongest personal friends. A ban- cnn only be caught under certain Requet was given in honor of Read at vere restrictions.
the Press Club of Chicago on May 2.
He must not be netted -within so
1902, and Amsbary responded to the many yards of the seaward limit of
tout "Opie •Read' with the follow- the estuary. He may unt be caught
wholesale. The nets must have a maxing French-Canadian dialect poemsimum length of 4N-1 fek. They mist
Die language Anglaise dat- dey
not be set between 7 p. m. on a Friday
On State of Illinois,
Is hard for Frenchmen heem to learn, and 7 a. m. on a Menday.
Viewed in every aspect, the salmon
It give me mutts annoy.
Is given exceptional chances of longevLas' week ma frien' McGoverane
ity. His price is high as his culinary
He conato me an' say:
reputation, and the obvious sequel to
You mak a toes' on Opie Read
all these precautions is that certain
W'en dey geeve gran' banguay.
nefarious persons known as pt-etchers
try every artifice to defeat the law
You're built upon a ver' large plan, and capture him.
Ottere seex feet you rise;
A- favorite dodge is to run out a large
You need it all to shelter in
quantity of nets in just such a tidm
Your heart dat's double size.
way as the foot of the cliff crowned by
Nam are too broad for nartow tangs, Grange house. None can spy tint opToo grad for any creed:
erations from the Intel, while a ten*
I'll eat de rotes' but drink de toes' - watch seaward gives many (-Minims
To ma Mee' Opie
of &tome from enterprising water bailiffs. who, moreprer. can eome2mes be
made conveniently drunk.
The Eventing Son—loc, a week.
When Philip hurtled into the placid
sea, his Naked body shone white, like
the plumage of some gigantic bird.
Indeed, a man who was leisurely
pulling a collie in a zigzag coursewhile two othets paid Out a net so that
METROPOLIS, ILL,
its swapping curves might embarrass
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
any wandering salmon who found him•
Iewest and beet hotel in the city self within its meshes- marked the fallKates 1$2.00.
Two large sample ing body in. its instantaneous passage
aud thought at first that some huge sea
looms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights
fowl bad dived after its prey.
the only centrally located Hotel Is
But the loud spinsh startled the three
La city.
men. Not so did a cormorant or a
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO. white wioged solan plunge to secure
an uawary baddock.
ijorrED.
The net attendants straightened their
backs; the oarsman stood tip. The dim
EVANSVILLB,
PADUCAH
AND turhance was se war, tip unexpected.
CAIRO LIN&
that le alarmed them. 'They looked
gioft, thinking that a rock had fallen.
aae3 Paducah podia. They looked to the small eddy cateesi
by Philip's disappearance to sey if any
(Incorporated)
sign would be given explanatory of an
unusual occurreted.
Were Philip thrown from such a
height wheu in full poesession of his
senses in all likelihood such breath as
was in his lungs at the moment cif his
fail would have been expelled by the
(Datiy Except Sunday.)
time he reached the water,
Steamers Joe Fowler and John
lie must have resisted the rush of
Hopkins, leave Paduesh for Nrall• air, uttered involuntary cries, struggled wildly with hls
Mile and way landings at 11 a. in.
But as it chanced Nitteen's rough
Special excursion rate now in efin carrying him to the balfect from Paducah to Evansville and handling
cony made active the vital forces that
Warn, 14.(,0. Elegant musts on the were restoring him to consciousness.
boat Tabl unsurpassed.
He Wait on the very threshold of renewed life when he fell, and the
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
downward flight helped rather than reVatted the process. Indeed, the rush of
Leaves Pibilucah for Csfro and waI air was grateful, lie drank hi the rig
ad inflated his lunge read
landings at 8 a. m sharpe, daily, ex. orons draft tfly. His sensatione were those of I
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rattle man Immersed In a warm 'bath, and
now In effect from Faducah to Cadre, the shock of his copcuselon with the
and return, with or wit:flout meale surface of the sea in nowitte retarded
and room. Good music and table an. the recuperative effect of the dive.
Of course he Was fortunate after fall
surpassed.
For further Information apply to lug from such a height in striking the
water with his right shoulder. Nee perS. A. Fowler General Pass. /gent, or
non of the human body is go fitted to
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, al bear a heityy blow as the shoulders
Fowler-Cruz..bangh & Co's. sass and upper part of the heels. Had he
Dolt oboes- No. 55,
dropped vertleally on his head or his
feet, he might have sustained tierious
ST. I4)13181 AND TENNI*I4SEE
Injury. As It was, after a tremendous
RIVER PACKET!' COMPANY dire and a curve of many yards benenth the see he Witted up Inside the
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
at
seamen net within a few feet of the
boat. ,
Instantly the fishermen saw that It
was a man, au nbsolntely naked man.
whitetail thus dropped from the sky.
They were nmaeed, very frightened
itelved. hat that, readily heeded at the
dragging pet and brought Philip nearer the boat. Even at this final Maw of
Leaven Peduceth for Tennessee River lie adventure he incurred a terrible
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
risk.
S. W. WRIGHT.... ..,
Pnable tot help himself in the lefekt
Clerk degree anti mumilowleg mit water rap1414;ENE WHIINFION
This company Is not responsible
idly nolv, he roiled away inertly as the
forinvoice cleedges uniew colleced by net rose
under the energetic effete+ of
tbe clerk of the boat
his rescuers. There was' grave danger
Special excursion rates from Padu- that he etaptild drop back
into the
Oh to Waterloo. Fare for the round depths, and then im must sink like n
every
atom
Leaves
Paducah
$
S.
0
,
0
.
Silo
lbedEenday at 4 P. RI.

NEW STATE HOTEL
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Twenty views ip and around Pa-

RAILWAY TRACK
ON FIRST STREET
ObstrUet Crossing

the

Way

ipiorsal by Sesteort Ls. leterperaiel. $306.110.00 Capital
29 Colleges In 16 States. Jae. F. Drsaglson. rt:1,
Reliable
S..fe17A
ItIlITlaits
PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
CORIUM
Known as the Up-to-Date Dulness Schools
EE
FR
SWIM*
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED
Ina
BY A cornea yr Roca- twee enema], or Plustratintr /MEE I.y NAIL
w
persons In each mum'', desiriets
NAIL keeping, Ban
Ito rt band, Pen- lit t.,nd a business co,lehe, tele, will at once
matiship, Arithmetic, Telegraphy, Letter CLIP end send this notice( mentioning this
Wilting, Lam, Mechanirai Drawing, Bust• paper) to Drougbon's Practlool Bus. College:
•
PADUCAH, 314 BROADWAY;

FREE

They Are Laid

or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis,
Protest Made To Board of Pedolit•
%Votks By Those Witt, Are
Injured.

G R AYSO N SPRINGS" KY.

ducah, gotten up in the neatest
way imaginable, and only
Wearing their heavy sea boots, none
of the fishermen, though each was an
expert swimmer, dared to jump into
the water. But the oarsman, being a
person of resource anti reasoning rapidly that not the 'most enthusiastic
salmon heitiff in Eneland would pursue him in such manner, grabbed a
boathook and caught Philip with it beneath the arm.
He only used the kIlltht force needful
to support him until another could
•
grasp him.
Then they lifted' the half drowned
wan on board, turned him on his face
to penult the water to flow out (if his
lungs and, instantly reversing hint, bemen te mate hig elitowe and press them
ageinst his sides alternately,
amen he breathed niMitt, but he remained uneonscioue, and a reetormi
culation caused blood to flow freely
from the hack Of hie head.
Of course the inea were voicing their
serprise throughout this unparalleled
experience.
"Whet is he?"
"Where did he coom frae?"
"Notting a teeny wad hat' jumped off
you crag."
"He's beaked as when he was born."
At last one of them noticed hie broken scalp. He pointed out the woend
to his commtnione.
"That was never dean by failin' t'
wattea." he said.
They agreea, The thing was mysteriously Redone. Philip's youth, his
natare. Itls delicate skin, the texture
bf his hands, the cleanlinese of his
teeth and nails, were quick tokens to
the fisheainan that smoothing quite beyond the eommoa run of aeashie aecldents had taken place. The oarsman,
a man of meets intelligence, hit on, an
explanation.
"He was swartnin' Moen t' cliff after
t' birds," he cried. Walebbe fotygraffin'
'em. I've Mord 0' sike cloth's."
"Man alive," crael one .of his mates.
"he wouldn't steip te t' skin for that
job."
Thai was unanswerable. Not one
give a thought to the invisible Grange
House.
They held a hasty consnitation. One
man doffed his jersey for Philip's beneet. and then they hastily covered him
with oliiskin coat and overalls.
It was now nearly dark, so they
ran out a marking buoy for their net,
thipeed earn anti pulled lustily to thele
remote - fishing hamlet, three' miles
away from the mallets of _the river
which flowed through
Arrived there. they carried Philip te
the house of one who was the proud
owner of a "spare" bed.
Ala1- 116w a fresh difficulty arose. A
doctor mid eke a policeman should be
A meesenger was dissnmmoned.
patched at once for the nearest medical
man, who lived a mile and a half
awny, but the policeman, who dwelt
in the village, was a bird of another
color.
'flies* men were poachers, lawbreakers. At various times they had all
been tined for illegal fishing. The policeman was of an inquiring turn of
mind. He might fait to understand the
mystery of the cliff, but he mann most
certainly appreciate every detail of
their presents In that particular part
of the sea which lapped its base.
So they smoked aud talked anti tried
rough remedies until the doctor arrived.
To him they told the exact truth. He
phased no comment, examined his patient, cut away the hair from the
scalp wound, shclok his head over it,
betted it up. adminietered some etimutaut and sat down to await the return
of eonst-lelletwee.
Rut this will long delayed, and when
at last Philip opened hie eyes ho only

l'or tise

CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announcing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but or use in the arts
and mechanics It Is the most
economical and satisfactory rue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alcohol heater; it will be a revelaVon to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.pt. and bottle; rio rebate
for bottle.
95c I pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle: We rebate
for bottle.

SAL WINSTEAD
Prompt Service on Telephone Orders.
Seventh and Broadway,

Most noted waters and baths in America
FtANIIIL.1( RESOR1
E
Electric lighted, Steatn heated, Oapaeity u00 guests.
No Mosquitoes. No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Mu,ssage.
AMUSEMENTSDancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
Fishing.
Rates Sill $1050 per week, 525 is $3750 per welt. Specie Rates 1,1 Families, Parties tel
Clearer Melted Round Trip Rates of 16,40 seer Mises Central Railroad
MERCKEY. BROS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
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CLAY STREET WORK ACCEPTED.

S Cents
See them at
First street improvements did not
meet the satisfaction of the board
of pubac works yesterday afternoon
when the members made a personal
inspection. As far as the worik, of
Drug Store.
the Memphis Asphalt and Pat lug
company
went,
it
was
carded out according to the contract,
and the board officially accepted the
rallied sufficiently to sleep.
paving and improvements for -the
The doctor promised to come earls
city.
next day and left.
Protest was made persenally
by
Throughout Wednesday and ThursMessrs.
B. H. Scott and James KoPhilip
was
partly
delirious,
wakday
ing at thues to a vague consciousness ger as to the manner in whieh the
of his surroundings, but mostly, asking illino:s Central railroad tracks had
beer( laid. Instead of being in the
vacantly for "Evelyn."
Often he fought with a person named middle of the street, the tracks have
"Jocky Mason" aud explained that been moved to the east side of the
"Sir Philip" was not in Yorkshire at street, within two feet of the building of the peanut factory. Dividing
all.
The wife of one of his rescuers was the rails front the brick street is a
assiduous in her attentions. Most for- stone curbing two feet high and it
tunately, for these usher folk were is impossible for heavily loaded wagvery poor,that lure spread beneath the ons to get over the curbing. Between
cliff inveigled an unprecedented num- the ties in the track the railroad comber of salmon, so she could afford to pany has placed
neither dirt nor
buy eggs and milk in abundance, anti gravel.
the doctor brought such medicines as
When the vote was taken the
were needed:
work was accepted, but' President
Gradually Philip recovered until at 9 Wilhelm and Mr. George Langstaff
o'clock on Thursday night he came in- went 'en record as being opposed to
to sudden and full use of his senses.
the plan of the improvement. It is
Then tbe doctor was sent for urgent- understood that Messrs. elaoger and
ly. Philip insisted on getting up at Scott will enjoin the city from colonce. He was kept in bed almost by lecting their part of the expense- o
main force.
the Improvement until the tracks are
With the doctor's arrival there Was it
arranged so that vehicles may pass
educated
further change. Here was an
over them
man, who listened attentively to his
Clay Street.
patient's story and did not instantly
Improvement of Clay street beconclude that he was raving.
tween Seventeenth
and Nineteenth
He helped, too, by his advice. It was
graveling was
utterly impossible to s•enti a telecram streets by grading and
board.
accepted
by
the
to London that night. No mntter what
If the city must keep up the curbthe signirings of anxious friends concerning him, they could not be as- ing to be Placed on Jefferson boulevard the traction company and resisunged until the mourning.
Yee, he would find money anti dents must place a curbing of stone,
cloth:to re-company tem, if need be. on but If the company and residents will
the journey If he were able to travel execule stebond to keep hp the curbtomorrow-attend to n11 things. in fate. lag, concrete may be used. This acIn his behalf-for millionaires are tion is taken in view .of the alleged
the
femme birds in secluded moorland dim failure of concrete curbing In
triets. Rut meenwhile In' must take city.
a drink of milk end beef essepee. rest
The board purchased 1 la barrels
'a little while, tftke tills draft, in a of cement from the Memphis Asphalt
email bottle indieateil. and sleep.
and Paving company at coat, and also
Sleep was quite essential. He would. between 500 and 600 feet of pipe of
awake In the mornieg 'very nateholott- various vies. The cement will
be
ter., The knock on the head was not used itt constructing the culvert over
so serittue as it lueked at first eight. Bradshawai creek. on Broadway.
Probably he would net even feel It
The light and power company •reagain if he wore a soft cap for genie ported the break in the gas mains at
ammo The broken skin was healing Tenth and Madison streets, where T.
nicely, and concuenon of the brain had N. Bridges & Sons are constructing
!lS many gradations as fever, which the sewers. The company alleges the
ranges from a slight cold to Yellow contractors did not use proper care
Jack.
the excavations. The
In bracing
In his came he was suiTering from board notified Mr. Bridges tha,t care
two severe shocks, but the crisis was must be taken to proteet the pipes
passed, and he was able, even now. to
already in the ground.
get up if it could serve any possible
purpose.
THE all•LP.,
All this, save the promise of help. That won't come off appears on baby's
bottle of White's Cream
after
one
face
the doctor said with his tongue in his
Vermifuge, the great worm medicine.
••heek. He had not the slightest inten- Why not keep that smile on baby's
on
tion of permitting Philip to travel next face? If you keep tills medicine else
you, will never see anything
lay. It was out of the question. Bet- hand,
bat smiles on his face. Mrs. B—., Blackter reason with him In the morning well. Okla., writes: "My baby was
fretful. Would not eatand
Ind if needful bring his friends to peevish and
I feared he would die.- I used a bottle
Yorkshire rather than send him to Lon- of White's Cream Verjoifuge and he
has not bad a sick der since." Sold by
J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and C.
1°lin
Bt the pollee must be informed at 0.
Ripley. ,
was
more
met', It
than likely the
ttriminals hail left the Grange House TERRITORY ADAM LIVED
soon after the attempted murder. Yet.
IN PARADISE SINCE FLOOD.
If Philip did not object, a polheemun
should be summoned, and the tale told
Kelsey, I. T., July 24.—Several
to him. The man should be warned to ;years ago there was sueh a tremenkeep -the story out of the papers.
dous freshet in the Illinois river that
The arrival of the constable at a late
years it was known as the year of
'for
honr created consternation In the ,
flood by themesidents of the 1111the
household. But the dootor knew his
Rohs river district.
people.
During a lawsuit at Peoria the
"Rave no fear. Mrs. 'Verdi," he whimday an old man who ilves in a
other
pered to the fisherman's wife; "your
Paradise was on the
husband caught a fine fish when he ;hamlet called
trees Mr. Aneon Into his net. He will stand.
"What is your name?" the lawyer
wit need to mach salmon any more.",
The doctor sat by Philip's bed while asked.
"Adam, sir."
the policemen made clumsy notes of
"Your name is Adam, is it? Well
that eventful Tuesday night's occurrences.
where do you live?"
Then in his turn he amazed his hear"In Paradise, sir."
era.
"Oh, your name is Adam, and you
live in Paradise, do you? Well, how
(Continued to Next Issue.)
long have you lived there?"
"Ever since the flood, sir," replied
YOUR LIVER
Is Out of order. You go to bed in
the old man, anti his words were
had humor slid CPC up with a had
laughter that
tante in your mouth. You want some- drowned in a roar of
thing to stimulate your liver. Just try followed, and in which judge and
littebine, thc liege regulator. A positive cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia jury maned
and all liver complaints. Mrs. F—.. Ft.
Worth. Ti-tee, writes: "Haub used
A1.1. THIN WORLD
Heebine in my family for years. Words Known that Ballard's Snow Liniment
can't exprcss what I think about it. has no superior for Rheumatism. Stiff
Everybody ei my household are happy Joints, Cuts, Sprains, Lumbnero and
Slutl well, Arid we (ewe it 0 ir,,rhino. pains. Buy it, try It and you will ai
Rd by J. II Ilehlachlaeger, Lang Bros. ways use it. Any body who has oiffid
and -C. 0.
Ballard's Snow Liniment is a living
proof what it does. All we ask of You
Is
to get a trial bottle. Price 25c, 50e
Poor Consolation.
and $1.00. Bold by), H. oehischlairger
Aunt Lueindy was Ito deep distress Lang Bros. arid C. 0. ..lipley.
over, the loss of her son Jim, and a
Angler--- hang it! Is there a dry
neighbor sought to console her, sayspot in this host where I can strike a
ing:
"Don't grieve for him, Aunt lau- match?
Boatman (who has been disap(Andy • He has gone to a land flowing
pointed as regards refreshment* —
with milk and honeys,"
With 'a dismal countenance, the old Try my throat, girl— Tit-Bits.

McPHERSON'S

I

LAKE BREEZES

Can be Enjoyed in Safe Delight
on the STEEL STEAMSHIP

mAgrou

First-Class Only-Passenger " lrvice Exclusively
16rbor Sem!,
DoluUs end

sri
.

Ti,,..-.ILI, weekly between el,
M .1 1..
F.
1

,,;,,,n,ilvi,•.-"tklY
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS •;7511

t.sakey, ek•rlei nix, Non

sod

Its'
Twaserre
ry weekday lerrepllaWe inesoda,s, for Ludington and mutilate,
.,
bOoklvt, nr,•cr,440.n...

JOS. BEROLZHEIM, G. P. A. Cantos Steamship Co.. Chicago. or
5. F. CHURCH. G. P. A. Northern Michigan Iran., Co., Chicago.
---••••••roe#/,."•••••••• •••
'11=SIMILMINSLISMINIUSGM=INNINIPe

'BON AQUA SPRINGS
In the

TENNESSEE HIGHLANDS
Accommodations for 500 guests. Rates tr.00 per week and upwards.
da-page booklet sent on receipt'of postal. Write

Dean 6 Walker Managers
BOrt Aqu.iai, Term.

1

Enjoy
the Delidliti
of a Lake4Trip
Spend your vacation on the.Great
Lakes and travel via the large, sate
and comfortable steamers of Gel). It C. Line. Your local ticket ageot
you through tickets via tiic
D. It t Line to all Great Lake Resorts 11 mammoth new stcamer OrMt lag /1.250.00(11.00 Will be in
between Detroit and cies...nod for
season !SOS.
1,4 C TIME TABLE
MACKINAC DIVISION
SINE DIVISION
Lv.Toletio Morsdays & "Saturdays 9.33 A. M.
10.30 P. M.
aestays & Tears/Says 4.40 F. M.
..
tv.Det.o.t Mondays &•Saturdeys 5.00 P.M.
10.15-P. PI.
*Wednesdays & Fr days 9.30 A. M.
530 A. IA.

LAS
E
Leave Der • cim'y
Arrnre Chore land daily
Leave Clay
daily
Atpre Dstr ,t da,ly

Tour Tiles per week •ememeseing JILIN IN.&
Tri-Week r Payfieht Trma beityo•en Detroit eni elest5ati.1 dertne July sod AsirmtFree. Jo".
.10th to S. t.ebn, 15i1s the C A 1. Lane will opi-rase d.y tenss5 ilatly between
and
Seed .t 't rent stamp for ilIaetrateil pamphlet. Addrem,
Lewin(3.?. It., Detroit, Stet

Cleveland,

METRO T & CLEVELAND NAV. CO.

ENGLISH CHANNEL SWIM FAILS.
Amateur London water Man Baffled
by Strong Currents.
Dever, England, July 24.-- Jabez
Wolffe, Vie amateur swimmer ot
London, attempted to swim the Engliteh (-flannel today. WcIffe made a
magnificent swim of more,than 21
to complete the
Miles. but failed
journey because cf the old injury to
his leg.
He returned to Dover by tug at
9:30 o'clock having been in the water
a little over ten hours.
Last year Wolfe swam to within
five Miles of Cape Gris Nez, France.
Else Run want ads, for results,

,

.
Oak Dale Hotel

rt,,,P Ito adtffitwo Pm*.

to 1oStAMt.,(••tei 51U

The Killarney of Americo.
Nestling in a frame of beautifully
wooded shores lies a series of beautiful lakes 145 miles north of the
city of 'Toronto, Ontario, and known
as the "Lakes of Bays ItegaM, a
chain of seven lakes studied with
lovely islands, with hotels throughout the district and a good steamboat service to all points attracts the
twist, angler and sportsman. Just
the out-of-the-way sort of place to
visit during the AtInatitt'r months. For
all paeticulars and free illustrated
pbbacation apply to W. Robinson.
506 Park Building, Pitteburg, Pa.
The (-minty of Lon:1mM covers 75,442 acres„ but the London police
urea is 443,421 acrea.

P• A man will have to get used to a
it • (Poona know about

Brocriitport,
Everribili 0
Rates $I a Day.
El I. A. license, arsidlIttila

[DRY MAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.01

4.6

loot Binding,

Rank

Work, Legal

and Library Work a specialty.
"11111111111111NNENISF

Louisville,
Ky.,
Round
trip $2.50.
Special train
leaves Paducah 4:30 le M.,
Saturday, July 20; returning
leaves Louisville 4 p. at., Monday, July 22. Tickets -good only on special trains In both
directions. No extension will
be granted; no baggage will
be checked.
-Evansville, Ind.. Sunday,
July 25th, special train leaves
Paducah 11:15 a. ni., rate
$150 round trip. Good returning only op special trains
leaving Evansville July 29th
No baggage checked, no ticket sold on Mehl. Tickets will
except on
not be honored
special trains going and returning."
Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $2:1.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
ilS,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.

LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion ratite
from Padutmit to Cincinnati,
Louie and Memphis, width
are as follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
11111.00
St. Louis

7.30

Memphis

• 7.50

0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond Rouse.:
Telephone 6t1-R,

KILL THE COUCH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery

dimity replied:
" WITH
et/REX MILL 41411 FRIER
"Jim neveradid like melk an' honey
0. W Wirt, Nacogdoches. Texag says
always made him sick."—July Lip- "His daughter had chills and fiver for
For information, apply to
three years. he conld not find anything
pincott's. •
that wmiid help her till he useti HerCity
Ticket Office, Fifth and
house
bine. DM wife will not keep
st
Broadway or Union Depot.
without it, sod rennet say too morn
sok
:
i Ral(s
.
COUGHS
The troables a man worries about for
miteit." eme ararp1r1 by S. II. Oehio
Trial Bettie Free
J. T. DONOVAN,
OLDS
are imnginery ones that Reefer over- ger, Lang lbws. and C.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUND TROUBLES.
Agt City Ticket Cffice
take him.
R. M. PRATHER,
treat Britain Is rich 'ain Mosses.
GUARANTEED SATISFAOTOS
OR RONEY REFUND=
Agent Union 4pepot
Flirtation is attention without in- There are 290 varieties found on the
UntIeD Islands.
•41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1
tention.

FOR

•

•

•••
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INDORSE TAFT

gudg,

SUN

_iy, JULY 2-1.

A POSER.

OHIO STATE COMMITTEE WILL
BOOM HIM SATURDAY.

diVo.

Efforts of Senators Unavailing To
Stem Tide in Fti%or of War
Secretary,

219-221 E3rottdwity.

Mg
•
eduction 6a1e
5Yotv 'On

Cleveland, July .24.—Secretary
William H. Taft will be indorsed for
the presidency at the meeting of the
Republican state central committee
next Saturday at Columbus.
in many quarters It would not
cause surprise if that action were
unanimous.
Senator
Foraker has
Maintained headquarters at Cincinnati and both he and Senator Dick
have been conducting a quiet campaign, but their efforts seemingly
have been in vain, for at least 16 of
the 21 central committeemen have
declared for Taft.

•

•
•

SECOND FLOOR

Lace Curtains, Etc:

MAYFIELD.

Miss Katherine Davis is giving a
house party this week to Misses Rebecca Gaither, Elizabeth Anderson
and Katherine Carney at her home
on the Backesburg road. Tile children are having a great time in the
shade of the old oak trees.

Noll: "Fillips:slug. Uncle Septimus. that you
klIeW two Mee young men, One has. lovely
(Surly hair atill
straight noatsIoni the other looks simply adorable
in is uttiforin. Supposing that they both
wanted to marry
you. width wonhisyno choose?"

New Trinity M. E. chursh, • near
•
Hickory Grove, will
be dedicated
Sunday, July 28, with an all day service. The Rev. J. W. Cummins, of Illinois, and J. T. Pender, of
ir. Terry Coleman, operator of
Penn.I
w1:1 have charge of the dedication the electrical turntable at the liltcontinuing a ser:es of meetings.
nois Central round house, returned
from Mayfield this morning.
Chief Dfspatcher J. B. Aivey, of
the Fulton district of the Illinois
Central, is in the city today on busi
rt08S.
Engineer W. 0. Burch returned to
DAMAGE IN WISCONSIN EvEN his engine last night after a brief ,
illness, and pulled no. 522 the CairoGREAIEK.
Paducah accommodation passenger,
train, into Paducah this morning.
Mr. James HofLch, gang foreman:
Another Fatality Attends Wash Out in the Illinois Central..shops, returnof Valleys of Northwestern
6
ed to work this morning after a
Streams.
brief illness. His-position was filled
by Mr. Harry Kelley.
Flagman G. A. Earnhardt, of the
Paducah district of the lynois CenLa Crosse, Wis., July 24. —The re- tral,
was injured in the yards, and
ceding of the flood of Sunday and
Rone 358-k
will be disabled for severa! days, He
Monday shows the damage in western
was running for his caboose wnan he
Wisconsin to be even greater than it
tripped and fell. His right Luce was
was at first reported. The grain
and bruised.
hay crops of three counties are pracR. M. Seale, a trick dispatcher of I
tically destroyed while in the villages
and cities the damage amounts to the Fulton district of the Illinois !
Central, :has received a deserved prohundreds of thousands of dollars.
East of Isa Crosse the damage will motion.. He has been made chief distake a week to repair, some -of the patcher of the Birmingnam eivIsion
•
largest bridges having been washed of the road with headquarters a;
Corinth,
'Miss., and is now in charge.
away.
We have the men who iruovv
Viroqua, the county sear of Vernon He has been sueceeded at Fulton by
how
T.
to do your work, just as
Williams
K.
formerly
,
Krebs
of
county, has been cut off from the outit should be done, and we
side world, except by telephone, s:nce Station. a son of the agent of Krebs. ,
Sunday and will have no mail for a He is &leo a sister ot.Mla_s•Grac_g Was.
make an effoit all all times to
llama, who viaits in Paducah
freweek.
give
you just what you want.
quently.
Not a farm in La Crosse, Coon or
This morning for the first time this
Let us figure with you the
l'pper Kickapoo river valleys escaped damage. The damage to the live aeason Daeton Springs water, direct
next time 5o.1 need any printrailroads centering at La Crosse will from the springs, was on tap in Masiug—probaoly we can save
ter
Mechanic
R.
Fulmer's
E.
office..
amount to hundreds of thousands of.
The clerical- force throws in and WYE,
you some money. We know
dollars.
we can give you satisfactory
The fatality list was increased by the water daily. Each morning on the
Isoulsville-Memp,his train several-,
Charles Thompson. aged 9 years, son fast
work, and give it to you
gallons
are received.
of Mrs. Sam Olson, living between
promptly
.
A device which will save the rail- ,
Bristol and Purdy. Vernon county.
The boy was carried away on the roads of America untold thousands is,
being perfected ,by W. R. Ripley, of
II flood.
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WED 60 YEARS: NO SPAT YET.
Denver Couple Live Together °ter
Half Century Without Cross
'Word.
Denver, Col.. July 24.—WhIle the
majority of the world has been snarl
Mg, scratching and getting things
tangled In the divorce courts, Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel H, Pike, of Denver,
have been living in. beautiful peace.
For sixty years not a word of contention has paesed between them.
They came to Colorado from Chicago
twenty-seven
years ago.
Never,
neighbors say, have they been heard
to utter one cross word.
Notice of Find Meeting or epaditors.
the District Court of the Unit.
States for the Western District ci
Kentucky, in Bankruptcy:
In the matter of Charlie Osborne,
bankrupt:
To the creditors of Chsrlie Osborne, of Paducah, in the county of
McCracken and district aforesaid.
bankrupt: Notice is hereby gils
that on the 13th day of July, A. D.
1907, the said Charlie Osborne was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
the first meeting of his creditors will
be held at my office IV Paducah, McCracken county, Kentucky, on the
Gth day of August, A. D. 1907, at 9
o'clock in the forenoon, at
which
time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact
such other business as may come
properly before said meeting.
EMMET W. BAGBY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Paducah, Ky., July 24, 1907.
In

•
Ready made White Trimmed
Lawn Diesees, this 54•31•141111.•4
hest stylee, ranging in price
from $1s to $0.50, all sizes,
at one-half 'wile. Just think
of this, a $0.30 suit for *t.73,
lena than the material would
met.
Fight stylish Wool Stilts
from
4117.50 to *25. ii you intend
to take a trthes
ip
e mite are
exactly %hat you willsalloa
rt
You rain buy one for 419.01.
Choice of any Wool Suit In
our house for
30 Wool Skirta—Light Grey's
Tune, Blues and Blacks, worth
*3.00 to 1/13.50. your choice
for
112.05
30 Fine Tailor-Made Skirts—
Light and dark Greys, Itrowns
and Hines, worth from $10 to
$14.50, your choice for. .$1.1115
Choice of any of our fine Lim
genie Waist*, all this •eason*.
?test styles, all sizes, one-third
ofr regular price.
Day your Hoists for tlif• seanow, you will not get ouch

a chance sofa.

Forsakes Pastor for Jap.
Seattle, Wash., July 24.— Mrs. II
C. Robinson, wife of the rector of
St. John's Episcopal church in West
Seattle, deserted her husband last
week for a Japanese servant
who
had bein1 in the employ of the miniteter's family for a year. The pollee
found the couple In ,the Japans,
quarter oday and arrested the
Mrs. Robinson has been forgiven t,
her husband who provided ball to

her and the Jap.

•

IS)."T FORGET
GEO. HOCK SHOE CO.

TH1TRSDAY
2 '(t) 6 P. M.

lug In two and then being ditched by
the sudden application of the Pillergeney brakes.—Cairo Bulletin

THOVRAND CRLMINAI,
CASES WA* NEVER BE,TRIEL.

THREE

Muskogee,
T., July 24.—The annual report of Leo E. Bennett, marshal of the Western district, will
show that there are 3;000 criminal
cases gmi theh records of this district
which have not been
tried, and
which, in all probability., never will
be.
These are eases that have been accumulating on the docketa and can
pot be pressed to trial. It is provided that these cases shall be transIferred to the state courts when stated comes, but lawyers agree that
such cannot be done.
tThe offense charged In all of these
cases is against the United States
and the state cannot be offended by a
crime against the United States committed before the state shall have
been created.
1 The condition that exists in this
!district exists in sonic degree In the
other three judicial districts.

Ingtinct.,and Intelligence.
"WhI1c it is, of course, a platitude
to say that a wise teacher learns by
_instructing others," recently observed
an instructor In a preparatory school
In Brooklyn, "it is permissible tip remark 'that he frequently picks up
some curious information in
this
way.
""I once asked a boy to explain, if
he-could, the difference between animal instinct and human intelligepee.
It was a pretty bard question, but
the lad was equal to It.
"'If we had instinct,' he said 'we
should know everything we neaded to
know without learning It; but we've
got reason, and so We have to study
ourselves 'rqost blind or be a fool.'"
—Harper's Weekly.

The Balanced Account.
Ithe Big Four carsdepartment at MatSaid Richman, "Neighbors, would
toon and it probably will be
placed
you thrive?
on the market within a few
weeks.
The ccutrivanre is designed to pre. Then learn of me how two and two
make five!"
Ivent the wrecking of a'train\ when
'it accidentally breaks in two by the Raid Poorman, "Verily. I see,
air rushing Into the emergency cham- For UP poor folk must two and two
bers. Every day losit of property and
make three!"
often life is noted 'from this cause,
—July L4ppincott's.
and only recently the crew of a !Mg
Four freight train was badly shaken
Madge—They criticised my bathsup and several ears damaged in this ing dress Shamefully.
manner. The last hits wreck was causMarjorie—I think they had very
ed by the same thingthe train break- little to talk about.-e-Hiustrate
d flits

HAMMOCKS

Infants' Hammocks and also regular size

Fourth Day of Our Sale
DAY is the fourth day of
THURS
our July Clearance Sale and we
will de‘ote our daily specials to the
second floor.
The marked feature of tomorrow
will be LACE CURTAINS. Every
person who can possibly use or may
need new curtains now or later will
show good judgment to examine our
values offered tomorrow.

Curtains
10 paire Irish Point (white) Curtains,
markable value for $5 pair,

a

re-

S3198

to close, per pair

10 pairs Irish Point (white) Curtains, a
splendid value at $5 00 pair,
to, close, per pOr.

S2198

1 lot of Nottingham, Lace Curtains, two
tones, 3 1 2 yards long; exceptional va I ties
in this lot, at, pr
pair

S3198

1 lot of Nottingham Lace Curtains, ecru
and white, 3 1-2 yards long, rifiny bargains
in this lot tat, per
pair

$1198

1' lot of Nottingham Lace Custains, ecru
and white, 3 1-2 yards long; values in this
lot up to $2.50, entire lot at
per pair
I.
1 lot of Nottingham Lace Curtains, ecru
and white, 3 1-4 yards long,
worth lots more, at per pair......_$1125
1 big lot of mixed Lace Curtains, all styles
• and prices; this lot to close at
per pair

98c

R.emnants of Lace Curtains to
Close at 1-3 Off Regular Price

Mattings
1 lot of China Mating, including
good values, to close out at
per yard

some

194ft,1

1 lot of solid blue Jap Cotton Warp Matting, a 30c grade, to close at
per yard
—

15c

And many other bargains
in Matting.

••

REFRIGERATORS WATER COOLERS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
Of the Best Quality and at very
reasonable prices.

1
L. W.Henneberger Co.
•-•

Skirts
Extraordinary values in Dress Skirts. We
will show you the targest, best selectee and
most perfect tailored stock of skirts to be
seen in this section of the country, in blacks,
blues, browns,- greys and fancy plaids.
Newest styie trimming and cut. Prices arc

$4.98, $5.9.8, $7, $8.50, $10 up
All other specials that were advertised
during the week will hold good this entire
week. Each day adds to the immense
array of special offerings.

I Prorporia led.)

"THE House OF QUALITY"

Both Phones 176

DAY on
CA R PitTS
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422-424 Broadway
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